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Glossary

Active Mobility or human-power mobility: form of transport that is based on the use of person’s physical activity
for the locomotion. The most popular and known forms
of active mobility are cycling or walking.
Buffer zone: an area of land separating two distinct land
uses that softens or mitigates the effects of one land use
on the other. In a UNESCO’s context, it refers to areas
peripheral to a specific protected area, where restrictions
on resource use and special development measures are
undertaken in order to enhance the conservation value of
the protected area.
Capacity Building: according to the OECD, capacity building refers to “means by which skills, experience, technical and management capacity are developed within an
organizational structures - often through the provision of
technical assistance, short/long-term training, and specialist inputs such as computer systems.”
City Development Plan: sets out policies, regulations and
objectives to guide how and where development will
take place in the city over the lifetime of the plan.
Climate change: according to the IPCC, climate change is
a “change in the state of the climate that can be identified
(e.g., by using statistical tests) by changes in the mean
and/or the variability of its properties and that persists for
an extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate
change may be due to natural internal processes or external forcings, or to persistent anthropogenic changes in
the composition of the atmosphere or in land use. “
Climate or natural hazard: “the potential occurrence of
a natural physical event that may cause loss of life, injury, or other health impacts, as well as damage and loss
to property, infrastructure, livelihoods, service provision,
and environmental resources.” (IPCC)
Composting center: facility that enables the aerobic decomposition of organic waste to transform it, after sorting
and sieving, into fertilizer.
Conceptual Urban Plan: urban plan that defines territorial strategy and provides with guidelines for future development. The City Development Plan should respect and
follow this plan.
Cultural Heritage: according to the UNESCO (Article 1,
1972 World Heritage Convention), “the following shall
be considered as “cultural heritage”: (i) monuments: architectural works, works of monumental, sculpture and
painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of
features, which are of outstanding universal value from
the point of view of history, art or science; (ii) groups
of buildings: groups of separate or connected buildings
which, because of their architecture, their homogeneity
or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of history, art or science;
(iii) sites: works of man or the combined works of nature
and man, and areas including archaeological sites which
are of outstanding universal value from the historical,
aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological point of view.”

Drought: according to the IPCC, drought corresponds
to “a period of abnormally dry weather long enough to
cause a serious hydrological imbalance. For example,
shortage of precipitation during the growing season
impinges on crop production or ecosystem function
in general (agricultural drought), and during the runoff
and percolation season primarily affects water supplies
(hydrological drought). Storage changes in soil moisture
and groundwater are also affected by increases in actual
evapotranspiration in addition to reductions in precipitation.”
Flood: according to the IPCC, flood is “the overflowing of
the normal confines of a stream or other body of water, or
the accumulation of water over areas that are not normally submerged. Floods include river (fluvial) floods, flash
floods, urban floods, pluvial floods, sewer floods, coastal
floods, and glacial lake outburst floods.”
Garden City: this method of urban planning dates back to
the end of the 19th century and was first initiated by the
English Ebenezer Howard. Garden cities are
surrounded by “green belts” and contain areas of
residences, industries and agriculture. It can now refer
to cities that integrate the nature in their urban
management and planning, in order to offer good
quality living conditions to their inhabitants.
Green Belt: ring or band of rural and natural
landscape around a city or urbanized area on which
building is generally prohibited.
Gross population density: number of housing units
divi-ded by gross residential area (all facilities up to
neighborhood level like parks, collector road and
school)
Infrastructures:
basic
services
necessary
for
development to take place, for example, roads,
electricity, water, sewerage, health and education
facilities
Interpretation Center: institution for dissemination of
knowledge of natural or cultural heritage. They are
often associated with visitor centre and located in
connection to cultural, historic or natural sites.
Land Use: the occupation or use of land or water area
for any human activity or any purpose defined in the
general plan.
Land ll : deposit of waste into or onto land
Living Heritage, or intangible cultural heritage refers
to the
practices,
representations,
expressions,
knowledge and skills handed down from generation
to generation (UNESCO).
Multi-modal hub: pance that is gathering multiple methods of transportation such as buses, rails or
automobile or bicycles.
Natural Heritage: according to the UNESCO (Article
2, 1972 World Heritage Convention): “the following
shall be considered as «natural heritage»: (i) natural
features consisting of physical and biological formations
or groups of such formations, which are of outstanding
universal value from the aesthetic or scientific point of
view; (ii) geological and physiographical formations

and precisely delineated areas which constitute the
habitat of threatened species of animals and plants of
outstanding universal value from the point of view of
science or conservation; (iii) natural sites or precisely
delineated natural areas of outstanding universal value
from the point of view of science, conservation or
natural beauty.
Net population density: measure of housing density expressed as dwelling units per hectare. The net residential
area includes only residential plot area (including access
roads & incidental open spaces).
Nominated Property: Formally called «Core Zone», this
refers to the limit of the site inscribed on the World Heritage List
Population density: according to OECD, population density is the ratio between (total) population and surface
(land) area.
Sacred site: “Sacred site” embraces areas of special spiritual significance to people and communities. Sacred
sites are indeed the oldest protected areas of the planet,
and have a vital importance for safeguarding cultural and
biological diversity for present and future generations. Several recommendations directly or indirectly concern the
safeguarding of the spirit of place, namely their living,
social and spiritual nature (cf. the 1994 Nara Document
on Authenticity and the 2008 Quebec Declaration on the
Preservation of the Spirit of Place).
Soft Mobility: form of mobility that includes any non-motorized transport. It refers to bicycle, pedestrian, roller
skate and skateboard transfers.
SWOT analysis: process that identifies the city’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. It helps to
develop a strategic plan and vision statement that maximizes the city’s strengths, minimize its weaknesses, takes
advantage of opportunities and limits its threats.
Transfer Station (waste management): a site where waste
are collected and sorted in preparation for processing or
landfill
Vision: strategic representation of the future and desired
future developments. It is based on reality, present dynamics and challenges.
Vulnerability: according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Working Group II (IPCC,
2002), the vulnerability is “the extent to which a natural
or social system is susceptible to sustaining damage from
climate change.” This therefore implies both the exposure
to hazards and the capacity to recover from their effects.
In urban management, this corresponds to the degree to
which a city is likely to experience and face harms due to
stress, perturbations or exposure (UNEP, 2007).
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Anuradhapura, the Cultural Capital of Sri Lanka
an Innovative, Inclusive, Green and Attractive
City Rooted in an Unique Heritage
Vocabulary

Vision’s
Summary

Rooted : Based on its values and its history.
Unique : Anuradhapura is a specific territory, heart of a 2,500 year-old great civilization, i.e. the first « hydraulic civilization ». The development of this territory
must acknowledge its functioning and its characteristics.
Heritage : It refers to all kind of heritage, including Architecture, irrigation, religion, all material and intangible heritage.
Innovative : It refers to use of the new technologies to improve the quality of life
and the visitors’ experience.
Inclusive : Anuradhapura’s development aims to include all its inhabitants and
visitors, regardless of age, sex, citizenship or religion.
Green : It includes a carbon-free and pollution-free city and the preservation
of urban environment. The environment is therefore consider as a key asset of
Anuradhapura’s development.
Attractive : Anuradhapura aims to be more attractive for every kind of population (tourists, pilgrims, inhabitants, economic investors.
Anuradhapura : It is both the « New town » of Anuradhapura, the Sacred City
and the region of Anuradhapura.
Cultural Capital of Sri-Lanka : Anuradhapura aims to become the city of excellence in terms of culture, since culture is the cornerstone of the city’s history.

What is a City Vision?
A City Vision is a strategic representation of the future and desired future developments. It is based on reality, present dynamics and challenges. The vision is
the result of collective discussions, which have started several years ago when
identifying the current project. Those group reflections are undertaken with all
Anuradhapura’s stakeholders, both at the local and national levels.

What is it used for?
Having a City Vision is key for territorial development. It enables the development of a common and shared understanding of Anuradhapura’s main development challenges. In addition to that, it lays the foundations and principles for all
future development and planning activities.

How has it been elaborated?
The present City Vision has been based on existing plans and studies, as well as
conclusion remarks of participatory workshops. The Consultant has specifically
organised two workshops with the different local stakeholders in order to (i) submit the draft vision to them, (ii) discuss it and review it accordingly, (iii) validate
it. In addition to that, and once local stakeholders approve the vision, it will be
presented and submitted to national stakeholders.
The Jetawanarama Stupa, one of the symbol of Anuradhapura
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SCDP’s Presentation

•

Initiated in 2012 under the Ministry of Defence and Urban Development and
financed by Official Development aid agencies, the SCDP aims “to develop a
system of competitive, environmentally sustainable and well-linked cities in
the country, and provide every family with an affordable and adequate urban
environment by 2020”. The SCDP has not defined a specific strategy as it acts
as an arm of the Ministry of Megapolis & Western Development (MoM&WD)
based on its timely requirements. To achieve this goal, the SCDP has implemented integrated urban development projects in four (04) city-regions of Sri
Lanka, namely in Galle, Kandy, Jaffna and Anuradhapura.

AIUDP Project’s Presentation

Vision’s
Elaboration
Framework

Anuradhapura Integrated Urban Development Project is implemented under
SCDP.
Due to its strategic location, Anuradhapura has been identified as a key urban centre and considered the regional capital of the North Central Province
of Sri Lanka, which serves as a gateway into the Northern and Eastern parts
of the country. It is also one of the three ancient cities, alongside Kandy
and Polonnaruwa which form the “Cultural Triangle” in Sri Lanka. Taking
into consideration its historic and cultural dimensions, the Sacred City of
Anuradhapura has been inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage in 1982.
Moreover, the government of Sri Lanka, in its updated version of the National
Physical Plan 2017-2030 , has classified Anuradhapura as one of the two
Metro Region (with Kandy), strategically connected to the East-West economic Corridor that links Colombo to Trincomalee.
Therefore, the project’s overall objective is “to promote a balanced mode
of co-development between the sacred and modern parts of Anuradhapura
City, with the objective of preserving its cultural and natural heritage, key
to the site’s attractiveness”. In that respect, there are two key issues at stake:
• First of all, the project should aim to enhance the site and its preservation
and conservation; and

Secondly, it should aim to improve the site’s management in order to
organize its different activities (such as urban activities, agricultural and
touristic ones) and people’s mobility, in particular during pilgrimage periods.
The project area encompasses the Anuradhapura Municipal Council (AMC)
with approximately 56,000 inhabitants. The city is expected to experience
strong urban growth in the coming years and emerge as the economic and
administrative hub of the North Central Province.

A vision based on participatory approach
The City Vision is a crucial step in one project’s life. It proposes the narrative
of the project, and eventually the narrative of future development activities in
the city. Thus, this vision needs to be highly co-constructed, connected and
rooted in local context, and to receive local support. It is important to note
that this vision has been elaborated after multiple months of field visits, individual interviews with local stakeholders as well as participatory and technical
workshops. It has been based on the city’s values and feature, thus aims at respecting them. More specifically, the Consultant has organised two workshops
entirely dedicated to the city vision on December 6th and 7th, 2017.

Synthesis
The City Vision is built on existing dynamics that have been initiated several
years ago, in particular at AIUDP’s identification stage. The following report,
is part of a number of deliverables, required in the Consultancy for design
studies of AIUDP. It is the ultimate deliverable with a transversal approach,
meaning that it covers all AIUDP’s components, i.e. mobility, urban upgrading, drainage, capacity building, heritage and tourism. The Vision is the
result of a collective process that is still undergoing. This participatory approach is crucial at it allows stakeholders to take ownership of the document.

Synthetic map of the proposed projects («FEXTE» study, A’Urba - 2015)
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Stakeholders
Engagement

Territorial development is resulting from individuals’ and institutions’ decisions and
choices. These decisions and choices are made on the basis of tangible elements,
analyses and experts proposals but also on all the non-technical constraints that
im-pact a territory. The interplay of actors, as well as political and social issues are
key factors that influence decisions. This interplay between actors is particularly
high in Anuradhapura’s development because of the site’s considerable
importance in the whole country. Everyone in Sri Lanka has his/her own opinion
about the future of the city and the Consultant needs to navigate within this
sensitive and highly-observed context.
In that view, it seems essential to jointly construct the project with all the various
stakeholders. The project has to reflect the national and local actors’ views and visions. It must not be merely reduced to a project designed by and for consultants..
Building strong ownership of the project by stakeholders, as broadly as possible, is
the only way to prevent blockages and tensions in the future.
We believe that as soon as a commonly agreed narrative of the city and the project
is decided and adopted, the project’s continuity and the study will necessarily follow a natural progress. Having a clear city narrative, i.e. vision, from the outset will
allow having a real project’s ownership.
To ensure success in the assignment, the Consultant’s primary objective is to bring
together local, regional and national stakeholders around a shared and co-constructed vision of Anuradhapura’s urban development and, more broadly, to define the
positioning of the city in Sri Lanka wider framework, taking into consideration historic, economic, social, cultural and environmental aspects. The project’s success,
furthermore, relies on the local actors’ capabilities in swinging into action and coming together in order to develop a shared vision and objectives.
In this sense, consultation with civil society actors, public and private institutions
at the local, regional and national levels is crucial, and has been at the heart of the
process of constructing this vision.
In addition to series of workshops and KIIs that have been organized since September, two distinct workshops have been conducted in order to specifically discuss and exchange around the vision:
• December 6th, 207: this workshop gathered the different technical committees.
The participants had to imagine the life of five (05) fictional characters in Anuradhapura in twenty (20) years, namely: (i) a group of pilgrims, (ii) a female resident, (iii) a French family tourist, (iv) a young male graduate, and (v) a 10-yearold child. In addition to that, each group had to find a vision statement.
• December 8th, 2017: the Consultant presented the draft vision to the LCC
members and engaged in a discussion with the participants.

Public Consultation (October 2017)

Kick-off meeting with the Secretary of the Ministry of Megapolis and
Western Development (September 2017)

Local Coordinating Committee (LCC) meeting (October 2017)

Vision workshop (November 2017)
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City’s Presentation
Anuradhapura is located at an elevation of 500 feet above mean sea level. It is
the capital city of the North Central Province, which is the largest in the country,
and is the unique municipality of Anuradhapura District. The District gathers
67,9% of the province’s population.
Anuradhapura is located in a strategic position, as a gateway to the north, east
and northwest.

Population
Today, Anuradhapura Municipal Council has a population of 52,007. The city
population growth rate is -0.84% per year, while Anuradhapura district’s population growth rate is 1.38% (SCDP).
The table below represents the population growth of Anuradhapura town since
1871. Interestingly, one can notice the decrease of population both between
1963 - 1981 and 2001 - 2012. At present we have no precise figures to explain
this development. However, analysis of satellite photos over the past fifteen
years shows that while the city centre has lost population, the surrounding area
has experienced continuous urbanisation. It is therefore estimated that the population of the Anuradhapura agglomeration has increased. Therefore, the AIUDP
project should contribute to the revitalisation of the city centre.
Gross population density is 12.33 pp/ha while the net population density is 18.93
pp/ha. The map below is representing net population density by GND in Anuradhapura Municipal Council Area, based on the 2012 National Census. The
densest areas correspond to the ones of the “city centre”, which are gathering
most of the economic activities and attractions (around the new bus station, Kimbichchakulam and Kadapanaha tank), net population density of 50 to 70 pp/ha.

Understanding
the Territory

Net population density by GND - 2012, Anuradhapura MC
Source: SCDP/AFD
Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka

North Central Province

Table: Population growth in Anuradhapura Town
Source: Department of Census and Statistics 2012 & UDA Development Plan

This remains low compared to other cities in the country. For instance, Kandy
gross density is 407,6 pp/ha, Galle 550,4 pp/ha, Trincomalee 1320 pp/ha and
Colombo 1734,4 pp/ha (Egis, 2014).
According to the National Physical Plan 2011 - 2030, in year 2050 the population in Anuradhapura Metro urban Center shall reach 500,000.

Administrative organization
Anuradhapura Municipal Council is located in Anuradhapura District. The latter
covers 12.8% of the Island’s total land extent, 25% of all water bodies and 31%
of the total forests in the country (Sources: Annex 35). AMC is divided into three
(03) Divisional Secretariats and 24 GramaNiladhari Divisions.

Anuradhapura District

Divisional Secretariats (22)

Anuradhapura
Municipality

MC Wards

GramaNiladhari
Divisions (24)

Administrative organisation of Sri Lanka
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Climate
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the Territory

Anuradhapura experiences dry low country climatic conditions, with Malwathu Oya flowing across it. The average annual rainfall is between 1,000 and
1,500 mm, with the highest rainfall received during the north east
monsoon between September and December. Several tanks mark
Anuradhapura’s landscape. Nuwara Wewa, Abhaya Wewa, Tissa Wewa
and Bulankulama Wewa are significant tanks used for agricultural and
water supply purposes, while Ponnarum Kulama, Kumbichchankulama,
Tammanakulama, Van-nyyankulama are main tanks used for storm water
drainage system.

Anuradhapura’s History and Evolution
Archaeological remains from the city of Anuradhapura acknowledge its
human habitation since prehistoric times. Artefacts from stone-age
inhabitants bear witness of habitation from 3,900 BC. The city of
Anuradhapura was properly built in the 4th century, by “King
Pandukabhaya, an Aryan prince from the fourth batch of settlers from
north India” (Wikramagamage, 2012, p1). With the introduction of
Buddhism to the country (300 AD), the city expanded and became a
centre of culture, religion, economic and administrative activities. From
that time, Anuradhapura was the island’s capital, until the end of the 10th
century, when repetitive foreign invasions lead with no choice but to shift
the capital to Polonnaruwa.
Historical chronicles revealed a developed stage of a planned city
with clearly demarcated residential areas for local and foreign folks, trading
stalls, pleasure gardens, water gardens and places of worships. The
international trade through ports such as Manthei in the North and
Gokanna in the East brought economic prosperity to the city, which
helped to build religious edifices and irrigation networks. Historical
evidences show that Buddhism heavily impacted Anuradhapura’s
evolution as it became a Buddhist City in 247 BC. The Sacred Area was
thus established with monastery complexes around the Citadel encircled
by large tanks network, namely Gaminivapi, Jayavapi, Abhayavapi and
Thisavapi. The main monasteries developed during that period were:

Anuradhapura Preservation Scheme - 1949

• Abhayagiriya Monastery
• Maha Vihara Monestery
• Jethawana Monastery
• Mirisawetiya Monastery
• Isurumuniya Monastery and
• Vessagiri Monastery
In addition to that, Anuradhapura had great influences in the country and humankind, as it is the place where dam-based irrigation system was invented.
Anuradhapura period is indeed considered as the most important era for the
hydraulic civilization, with most of the large irrigation networks being done
during that time.
Yet, after the 10th century, Anuradhapura’s influence decreased, as it was no
longer the island’s capital, and the jungle started to take over the site. The
City was re-discovered in the 19th century and excavations’ works started. In
1871, Anuradhapura has 702 inhabitants and 3,672 in 1901 (source: UDA
and DCS). Therefore, the city regained inhabitants and relative prosperity.
In 1949, the Town and Country Development Planning Department elaborated the first development plan, and created the modern city, on the eastern
bank of the Malwathu Oya.
Today, Anuradhapura serves as an important agricultural, marketing and service centre of the North Central Province and hosts central administrative
and commercial institutions of both the public and private sectors. It has
been highlighted as a Metro City proposed by the National Physical Planning
Department in the National Physical Plan 2011 - 2030.
Located at the heart of the Cultural Triangle, Anuradhapura is of prime national importance, considering its heritage, history and religious role. In 1984,
the Sacred City has been listed as a World Heritage Site.

Ancient Anuradhapura (Mahavamsa)
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Due to its strategic location, Anuradhapura has
been identified as a key urban centre and considered the regional capital of the North Central Province of Sri Lanka, which serves as a gateway into
the Northern and Eastern parts of the country.
The city is expected to experience strong urban
growth in the coming years and emerge as the
economic and administrative hub of the North
Central Province as it is encompassed in the existing Development Plan for Urban Development
Area of Anuradhapura 2006-2016.

Anuradhapura, a city integrated into a
regional hydraulic network
Hydraulic network:
Malwatu River
Tributary
Canal
Main tanks (upstream from Anuradhapura)
Sea
Malvathu River bassin

Elevation (above mean sea level):
> 160 m
120 > 160
8
7

Ideally located in the centre of the country, Anuradhapura benefits from a road network that
connects it to the other provincial capitals of Kurunegala, Jaffna, Trincomalee and Kandy in less
than 3 hours. In addition, the city is crossed by
a railway network operated by direct trains that
connect the city to Colombo in 3.30 hours.

Anuradhapura
in its Region

80 > 120 m

5
6

40 > 80 m

Anuradhapura

< 40 m
1. Mananketiya
2. Eru Wewa
3. Nachchaduwa
4. Kalawewa
5. Mahakeda Wewa
6. Nuwara Wewa
7. Tissa Wewa
8. Abbeya Wewa

2

3

1

4

Anuradhapura boasts one of the most
advanced hydrological civilizations of the ancient world composed of artificial reservoirs and
irrigation canals for some dating back more than
2,300 years. Owing to this heritage, this arid city
is bestowed with a multitude of large natural and
man-made water bodies connected via an intricate
canal and irrigation system. Due to changing climatic conditions and increasing urban pressures,
it suffers from both fluvial and rainwater flooding,
especially along the Malwathu Oya.

Data sources:
Topographic map (Department of Survey)
ASTER GDEM V2 (NASA)
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Regional Hydraulic Network and Malwatu River’s Catchment area
Mannar

Jaffna

Omanthai

Anuradhapura, a city connected to
important Sri Lanka’s secondary cities

Vavuniya

Infrastructure:
Highways
Other main road

Trincomale

Proposed ring road
Railway tracks
Main urban centers

Medawachchiya
Horowpotana

Population density:
More than 18 hab./ha.
7 > 18 hab./ha.

Rambewa

Anuradhapura

4 > 7 hab./ha.
2 > 4 hab./ha.

Mihintale

Less than 2 hab./ha.

Saliyawewa

Puttalam
Karuwalagaswewa

Habarana
Sigiriya

Kaduruwela
Polonnaruwa

Dambulla

Manampitiya

Anamaduwa

Data sources:
Census of population (DCS - 2012)
Topographic map (Department of Survey)
OpenStreetMap (2017)

Nikaweratiya

Kobeigane

Paadeniya

Kurunegalla

Kandy

Dehiattakandiya
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Anuradhapura Region’s road connections and population density
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of influence. Because of the variety of areas of influence Anuradhapura has, it is
important to take into account the different scales. Anuradhapura is influenced
and is influencing (by) several scales - this is due to the fact that a city is always
connected to multiple other territories. It is part of a region, a country and the
world. Those scales, or areas of influence, are not to be understood in an administrative way.
Therefore, in the present project, there are four scales that needs to be taken into
account. Each of those scales lead to different and complementary actions and
responsibility. For each of those scales, the city has a specific role.

The City
This first scale is the smallest one, the City. It covers urban planning, the Sacred
City’s management, local economy, infrastructures, equipments, facilities, sewerage, mobility, drainage, and urban management in general. Considering those
elements, the objective shall be to move towards a resilient and attractive city.

The Region
The influence of Anuradhapura, or the past-influence of the island’s former capital
can easily be noticed when exploring the city’s surroundings. Several archaeological sites in Anuradhapura’s region are directly connected to it, and are the
extension of the ones visible in Anuradhapura. As for today, Anuradhapura is the
capital of the North-Central Province and its place in the Cultural Triangle also reflects its influence. Considering those elements, the objective shall be to become
an economic and touristic driver for the North-Central Province.

The Country

The World
The last scale and the largest one is the World. Anuradhapura is also largely integrated to this scale for multiple reasons, namely: (i) it is inscribed in the UNESCO
World Heritage List, (ii) it was an important religious place for buddhism, (iii) it
was the capital city of a civilisation that influenced humanity, partly because it is
the birthplace of the dam-based irrigation system, and finally, (iv) is a international tourism destination. The objective shall be for Anuradhapura to be
internationally acknowledged as a place for Culture and Tourism.

sacred one and the modern one, separated by a buffer zone. The connection and
the relationship between those two territories are crucial matters for Anuradhapura’s development. One should adopt a global approach to the city, mostly to have a
coherent whole, but at the same time should identify its components, its particular
territories in order to understand Anuradhapura’s peculiarities.

The Modern City’s Territory
The modern city was created in 1950 in order to host inhabitants of the Sacred City
that had been dislocated as part of a preservation program. It has been planned as
a garden city, by the first Sri Lankan Town Planner, Oliver Weerasinghe, in 1949
(Anuradhapura Preservation Scheme). The city is today attracting the main economic activities (trade and services) as well as the administrative buildings, as the
capital of the North-Central Province.

The Sacred City’s Territory
The historical city is composed of two main entities, namely:
• the citadel: historical records attests (attester) that the citadel, or the heart of
the ancient city, was following architectural town planning principles (Wikramagamage, 2012, p3). The city mostly expanded during the reign of King Mutasiva (died 250BC). Developments continued after his death, and fortification
were erected by the kings (such as King Kutakanna Tissa and King Vasabha,
who raised the wall to 10 meters).
• the sacred city: this is referring to the outer city, around the Citadel, which is
spread over a much larger area than the latter. It is composed of multiple monasteries, which are still visible and used today for worship. The Sacred City is
composed of 8 highly venerated monuments.

The City as a Whole
The above two territories are separated with a “buffer zone”, which is not
clearly visible. One can consider that the Malwatu River is symbolising the
separation between the modern and historical cities. Yet, although separation
exists between the two territories, they are forming a whole, and are eventually
highly interdependent. The modern city is providing services, in particular
tourism facilities and pilgrims houses. In that regards, Anuradhapura is today this
third territory (i.e. the City as a Whole), which is composed of the Modern City
and the Sacred City. The connection between the two is crucial, and their
development should be seen as interconnected. For instance, improving signs
and interpretation will have necessary consequences on the modern city, as it will
attract more tourists, so there will be a need to develop tourism facilities such as
hotels, recreative places.
ANURADHAPURA
Abhayagiriya
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A Multiple
Territory

Anuradhapura enjoys an elevated status in Sri Lanka. It is not only a
“Strategic City”, but it is also widely regarded as the cultural capital of the
Nation, as the birth place of a 2,500-year-old civilization. The city therefore
offers very rich historical/archaeological and natural resources. In addition to
that, Anuradhapura is a main place for buddhist worship and pilgrimages, with 8
most venerated sites in the Sacred Area. Thus, the objective shall be for
Anuradhapura to move towards the cultural capital of Sri Lanka.

THREE TERRITORIES. Anuradhapura is composed of two territories/cities: the

WORLD

Synthetic scheme of Anuradhapura’s four scales

ship

Jetawana
Train
Station

Sri Maha
Bodhi

Isurumuniya

Sacred City

Buﬀer zon
e

4 Scales
&
3 Territories

FOUR SCALES. A city is necessarily connected to territories. It has several areas

Administrative
& Commercial
Area
New
Bus Stand

Modern City
Synthetic scheme of Anuradhapura’s three territories
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3
Experiences
3
Temporalities

Anuradhapura, its territories and its characteristics, are perceived in a different
way according to the different groups of people who experienced the site. Those
groups are numbered 3. It is important to consider those three ways of experiencing the city when identifying investments. The three, indeed, are enjoying similar
areas (in particular pilgrims and tourists), yet, they have very different perceptions
of those areas. Those three experiences make Anuradhapura a living city. Visiting
the ancient city at the same time than pilgrims is key to have a better understanding of the site and the culture (e.g. buddhist processions, ceremonies, wrapping
of the kapruk pujawa).

Inhabitants experience
Inhabitants form the first group of people that experiences Anuradhapura, on a
daily and continuous basis. They are living there and most of them are working
there. This category gathers at the same time students, pupils, women and men,
active and non-active people, economic actors, and religious people, who, beside
their religious roles as monks, live in Anuradhapura and require urban services
and facilities.
The objective for them, when developing the city, is to improve their living conditions meaning to improve their access to services (essential and urban services),
roads, public spaces and equipments, quality of life and earnings.

Pilgrims experience

A Multiple
Territory

Anuradhapura is an important place for Buddhist pilgrimages all the year, with
peaks of arrivals during the main religious festivals of the country. Pilgrims gather
in and around eight sacred places (Atamastana), Maha Vihara complex (at Sri
Maha Bodhi and Ruwanweli Seya) and Isurumuniya all the year.
For this group of people, pilgrims, Anuradhapura’s development should aim at
ensuring good condition for worship.

Tourists experience
Lastly, tourists, both national and international, have a specific experience in Anuradhapura. In 2016, the number of foreign visitors was 77,703, while the number
of local visitors was 54,638 (2016 Annual Statistic Report, SLTDA).
In most of the cases, unlike pilgrims and inhabitants, this experience is unique,
in particular for overseas tourists: tourist people are most likely to come and visit
Anuradhapura once in their lives. For this group, the objective is to improve tourists’ stays and tourism equipments.

For each of the mentioned ways of experiencing Anuradhapura is associated
temporalities. Each different group of users have its own temporality (duration,
intensity, periodicity) .

Inhabitants temporality
This temporality is long and continuous, since they are, by definition, always
in Anuradhapura, with average/low intensity. They are currently around 50,000
inhabitants in Anuradhapura Municipal Area.

Pilgrims temporality
This temporality is very short, as pilgrims come only for one or few days (rare are
pilgrims staying more than 5 days successively). It is also not continuous, since
number of pilgrims is changing throughout the year and it will be very intense
in festivals’ period. Yet, it is stable and repeated: it appears that the number of
pilgrims does not change much years after years.

Tourists temporality
Lastly, this temporality is short as well, with an average intensity (since in 2016
there were 132,341 numbers of domestic and international tourists and 107,599
in 2013, according to the Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority). Yet, they are
increasing, and we expect the number to increase more in the future, in particular
when improving tourism facilities. They are tourism activities all the year long.
The table opposite is an attempt
to map those temporalities. Duration is referring to the time
these groups are staying in Anuradhapura. Intensity is referring
to the number of people, while
future growth is recalling the estimated number of people in the
future. Periodicity is referring to
the periods/seasons when those
groups are generally coming to
Anuradhapura. Forecasting is
referring to the capacity to predict the amount of people that
will come.
3 temporalities

Pilgrims

German tourists

Inhabitant
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Anuradhapura Region’s Structure Plan, 2017

Local
and
Regional
Plans

Anuradhapura Region’s Structure Plan has been elaborated in 2017 under the
Strategic Cities Development Project. This plan states the following vision statement: “An empowered community able to protect and foster the heritage
and sustainably move forward”. In order to achieve this vision, it is expected
to implement development projects in each of these sub urban centres. Those
development projects should therefore focus on: Heritage (preservation and
enhancement) / Railway and road network / Health / Environment / Indigenous
medicine (promotion) / Agriculture / Industries / Water / Education

Anuradhapura City Development Plan, 2006 - 2016
This plan has been developed by UDA. Its main objectives were to:
• Improve the urban economy by increasing the amount of commercial land
use from 1.92% to 5%;
• Plan new urban infrastructure in order to accommodate an urban population of 85,000 people in 2016;
• Introduce light industrial areas, especially agro-industries, in order to reduce the dependency of the city on the service sector and reduce unemployment;
• Provide opportunities for investment in the commercial and housing sectors;
• Reorganize the property market to function effectively;
• Protect the cultural heritage of the city with planning guidelines;
• Develop infrastructure facilities in areas that are poorly serviced.

Reassessing the management plan of the site (World heritage Site Management Plan, 2010, elaborated by CCF) and develop it further.
A number of soft mobility improvement and urban upgrading projects have
been identified to be carried out under the AIUDP project. These projects aim
at providing a better understanding of the geography of the site and valorizing
the relation between the water landscape and the monuments.
•

Subsequently
Several plans have been elaborated both for the development of the Modern
City and the preservation of the Sacred City.
Yet, there is a lack of common clear strategy and planning hierarchy, as well as
no implementation of the plans
Thus, this Vision Statement and Conceptual Urban Plan Report should become
the reference document for any planning activities. It it based on existing plans
and projects, and is in line with the National Physical Plan.

Sacred City Development Project, 2013

Existing
Plans and
Studies

This document has been elaborated by SCDP and is mainly presenting two
main projects for developing and promoting Anuradhapura’s Sacred Area, namely:
• Emptying the Sacred City by relocating people living in the Citadel and
Kurunegala junction;
• Creating a ring road with car parks facilities in order to connect one temple
to another.

Heritage Promotion, Tourism Development and City
Operation Improvement, 2016
The urban planning agency of Bordeaux, France, conducted, in 2016, a
pre-feasibility study in order to promote heritage, develop tourism and improve the daily operation of the city. The following development principles
were identified in the report:
• Creating a place of innovation and excellence in terms of cultural heritage
management;
• Developing a sustainable tourist attraction in light of the fragility of the
site;
• Proposing a narrative of the site based on the water features of the landscape;
• Integrating and respecting the religious dimensions of the city;
• Consolidating the development of local tourism;
• Providing overseas visitors the chance to enjoy a unique experience;
• Involving the local inhabitants in the implementation of the project and
the management of the site;
• Stabilizing and gradually reducing the urban pressure in important archeological areas;

Regional Structure Plan - SCDP - 2017
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National Physical Plan

Provincial
and
National
Vision

The National Physical Policy and Plan is the first long-term national strategic
framework for future development ever realized in Sri Lanka. It was prepared
by the NPPD from 2002 to 2007, and was approved by the National Physical
Planning Council in 2011. The plan follows a 10-year revision cycle and is currently being updated. A large amount of lands around Anuradhapura shall be
dedicated to commercial agriculture. The city is identified as a potential location
for archaeological tourism development. The plan was conceived in a context
of widening spatial disparities in Sri Lanka. In particular, the Western Province
was undergoing rapid development receiving several of the largest infrastructure
development projects and experiencing a real estate boom. Other parts of the
country lacked reliable sources of energy, transportation infrastructure, employment opportunities, and so forth. Therefore, one of the challenges of the physical
plan was to provide equitable economic growth across the country.
In the updated plan, that should be validated by the end of December 2017,
Anuradhapura’s urban area is surrounded by a “Green Belt”. The main differences in the new plan are:
• The pattern of urban agglomerations has been entirely revised. The new

•

•

structure is composed of 4 main development corridors, 2 metro regions,
9 main cities and over 100 urban centres. Anuradhapura forms a metro
region of approximately 1,200 km2 encompassing the surrounding cities
in a radius of 20 km. This metro region is expected to have a population of
500,000 inhabitants in 2050, which represents a 10 to 12% growth based
on the 2012 population census.
The proposed infrastructure network has been readjusted to match the new
pattern of urban agglomerations. The national circular express highway is
discarded and replaced by an express highway connecting Colombo to
Dambulla along the main development corridor. Anuradhapura is not directly connected anymore to the express highway but benefits of five radial
priority highways. The electrification of the Jaffna-Colombo railway passing
by Anuradhapura is proposed as well as a new railway connection towards
Dambulla. A new international airport is located 60 km away from Anuradhapura in the middle of the cultural triangle.
Several Economic Development Zones or clusters are identified all across
the country. Anuradhapura metro region is identified for knowledge, agriculture, tourism, services, and health-based industrial clusters.

Existing
Plans and
Studies

National Physical Plan 2011 - 2030

National Physical Plan 2017 - 2050 (draft)
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Enhancing public realm

Currently in Anuradhapura, many projects carried out by
deconcentrated actors (UDA, NPPD, SLRA, UDA) and/
or local authorities (AMC, NCP) are being implemented
or at the proposal stage. Most of the projects focus on
improving the living conditions of the inhabitants or welcoming pilgrims and tourists. In particular, the projects
cover four major themes as follow:

•

Upgrading of the banks of the reservoirs of the modern city (UDA)
Ballads along the reservoirs (FEXTE)
Pedestrian paths in the sacred city (FEXTE)
Installation of toilets with a removable part and water access terminals in the sacred city (NCP, NPPD,
SCDP)
Development of mixed development operations
Mix use development projects west of the station
and along Dharmapala Mawatha (UDA)

•
•
•

Improving mobility
•
•
•
•

Creation of a bypass road north of Jayanthi Mawatha
(UDA)
Development of a circular road in the sacred city to
connect the sites of veneration (NPPD)
Ring road west of the city to divert traffic from the
city centre (Regional Plan)
Improvement of pedestrian footpaths in the sacred
city (NPPD)

•
•

Upgrading the urban drainage system
•
•

In addition to these projects, the CCF and the Department of Archaeology have taken initiatives to improve
the tourist experience in the sacred city, including the rehabilitation of the Archaeology Museum and the implementation of an e-ticket system (valid for all CCF sites).
For the time being, these different projects are identified
and developed independently by the various institutions,
which are not part of an integrated development plan
for the city. By observing the map below, one can observe a lack of coherence between projects indicating
the absence of overall territorial development strategy.
This vision statement and conceptual urban plan report
needs to take account of those project while becoming
a reference document for future development activities.

Nuwara Wewa Spill channel improvement (UDA)
Waniwankulama spill over canal improvement
(UDA)

Current Project Information
(November 2017)
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Abaya Wewa

C = Completed; PC = Partially completed; UC = under construction; P = Proposed;
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Tissa Wewa
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Nuwara Wewa

Urban Development Authority (UDA)
1. Anuradhapura Central Railway Station Surrounding Area Redevelopment Project P
2. Town Center Re-Development Pilot Project P
3. Town Center Re-Development Project P
4. Open Prison Land Development Project P
5. Development of Anuradhapura New Bus Stand PC
6. Public Fair Redvelopment UC
7. Nuwara Wewa Spill Canal Improvement P
8. Wanniyamkulama Spill Over Canal Improvement P
9. Kanatta Channel Improvement P
10. Nayabendi Ela Channel Improvement P
11. Kombichunkulama Wewa Recreational Development Project UC
Road Development Authority (RDA)
12. Road bypass Project P
13. Ring Road Project PC
National Physical Planning Department (NPPD)
14. New Township Development at Lolugaswewa UC
15. Foot Path Development P
16. Landscaping of Sri Maha Bodhi Environs P

3
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Anuradhapura Municipal Council (AMC)
17. Town Hall Development P
17

4

5

6

North Central Province (NCP)
18. Handicrafts Market for SMIs C

8

18

Ministry of Defence (MoD)
19. Sandhahiru Stupa UC
FEXTE Study
20. Bicycle and pedestrian path development P
21. Public square development P
22. Pilgrim information and care center in Bandaranayke museum P
23. Development of a new interpretation center P
24. Development of a new site museum in the citadel P
25. Restauration of the water system of the King’s Garden P

11

Sri Lanka Railways (SLR)
26. Construction of a second railway track P
9

Department of Archaeology
27. Renovation of the Archaeological Museum UC

10

Current on-going Projects
0

10

20

30 km

N
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A comparative analysis has been done with the Sri Lankan WH sites and other
international WH sites, in order to assess and imagine the best practices to implement in Anuradhapura, regarding tourism and management systems.

to get a better understanding of the site and to spend more money in restaurants,
hotels, shops, etc.

Carrying capacity and communication

No ticket fee is required, but as visitors are generally reaching the site by car,
they pay for car park (1,400 lots) between US$15 (less than 24 hour) to US$30
(24-48h) per visit. The ticket drops to US$5 for night use, which encourages
visitors to stay in hotels and guesthouses). During high season, the site can host
2,600 visitors per hour. With more than 2.5 million visitors per year, the car
park revenues reach up to US$10 million.

Petra, WHS, 1985, N°326, Jordan (sacred area, landscape, similar size)
Few interesting similarities can be found between Petra and the 2040 Vision objectives. Petra WHS is one of the most known world heritage sites in the world.
According to a recent Google survey, when people web-search Petra, they all
know already the significance of the site and look only for practical information
(access, hotel, costs, etc.). However (or commonly), only 10% of the tourists
visiting Jordan come and visit Petra (700,000 upon 7 million in 2015). Jordan
also offering natural and leisure tourism (Red Sea diving, desert camps…),
thus its situation is similar to Sri Lanka (animals’ reserves, natural landscapes,
beach resorts…)

Polonnaruwa
In Polonnaruva, the ticket fee is US$25 and includes the site museum. Tickets
are available only at the entrance/museum, in the premises of an Information
Centre. In 2016, the site total revenues from International tourists were of almost
US$ 7 Million.

Lascaux, WHS, 1979, N°85, France (major historical significance)

Sigiriya

Lascaux is an example of a huge increase of visitors after an upgrade of the offer
and a communication plan (frequent articles in newspapers, etc. and opening by
the French President). Until 2015, the world-famous Lascaux-II caves received
270,000 visitors per year, while the recent Lascaux-IV project welcomed approximately 600,000 visitors in 2017. The visit is guided and organised, and
lasts 40-mn only, but visitors are encouraged to stay 2 to 3 hours by using other
activities in the Visitor Centre.

In Sigiriya, the ticket fee is US$30 and includes the museum (visitors who are not
climbing the rock can pay US$5 for the museum only). Tickets are available only
at the entrance/museum (ground level). In 2016, the revenues from International
tourists were of US$ 16 Million.

Mont St-Michel, WHS, 1977, N°80, France (religious features, outstanding
architecture)

Heritage
Site
Benchmark

Mont St-Michel (no ticket, overnight stay encouraged)

After a period of problematic accessibility and issues with UNESCO (too many
cars near the WHS, the bay being silted up during high tides…) a project has
been launched to re-think the access to the site. Visitors today reach the site (2
km away) by walking or by a free bus shuttle. To largely activate the access
to the site, multiple national trains have been schedules - departure from
Paris (350 km) in the morning and return in the evening, every day, and price
US$60 for a return ticket.
Polonnaruwa
In 2016, Polonnaruva WHS welcomed more than 230,000 international visitors,
which is 3 times more than in Anuradhapura. The car park capacity is spread
over the site and allows visitors to experience multiple stops at the proximity of
the archaeological remains. Visitors can rent bicycles at the entrance of the site
in order to freely move within the site. The site benefits from the previous years’
incentive and development of a tourist hub (hotels…) in Habarana, which is
located on the road from Anuradhapura.
Sigiriya
In 2016, they were almost 550,000 international tourists in Sigiriya, which is 7
times more than in Anuradhapura. In high season, the “new” car park is
rapidly insufficient to welcome buses and cars. The site benefits from the
previous years’ incentive and development of a tourist hub (hotels…) in
Habarana (very close to the site), and from high-class hotels in its
surroundings.

Multiple-day Visit/Pricing
Petra, Jordan (1 to 3-day ticket)
The visit of Petra WHS can be done in 1, 2 or 3 days. The ticket price is
expen-sive, US$60 (too high compared to other WHS, but it also
contributes to the protection of the site by limiting the number of visitors),
and slightly increases for the next days, US$68 for 2 days and US$75 for a 3day entry. The system the-refore allows visitors to stay more days in the city
(all spend 1 night minimum),

Interpretation Centre
Stonehenge (sacred significance, new high standard VC)
The interpretation Centre building (low-key building sensitive to its environment) features a café, shop, dedicated education space and visitor’s car park,
and offers tourists free audio guides. The centre is 2 km away from Stonehenge
and visitors are transported to the monument on a special shuttle service. The
car park can host 35 buses and 500 cars. The interpretation showcases three
themes: (1) Discover the story of Stonehenge (the stones, the landscape, the
people and its meaning) through a combination of audio-visual experiences
and ancient objects; (2) Audio-visual 360-degree view from inside the stones
(watching the seasons pass by standing in the middle of Stonehenge at winter
and summer solstice; (3) Experience the Stonehenge landscape through time
with an interactive map (shows how the environment changed before, during
and after the time of Stonehenge, clickable features to learn more about this
prehistoric area).
Mont St-Michel (religious significance, new high standard VC)
The interpretation Centre is located at 2 km from the site, close to the car park
and the buses departure. The centre boasts a 900 m² exhibition area, guiding visitors around three main themes: (1) the Mount, (2) the bay and its richness, and
(3) the territory formed between Normandy and Brittany. Information boards and
touch-screens are available to discover all the site’s special features.
Polonnaruwa
The building is a Museum (and not a “real” Interpretation Centre) and dates
back to 1998. It is located at the entrance of the city at 0.5 km from the entrance
of the site. Registered tourist guides are available outside, before entering the
building, but they have no “office” inside. In the first part, of the building, the visitors can buy tickets and gain information in a dedicated area (brochures, large
map, a multimedia room). However, these facilities are aged and do not satisfy
a WHS standard. In the second part (after the ticket control) a large 3D model
presents the ensemble of the site in the first room. The museum exhibition has
been slightly refreshed with recent explanatory panels, but the rooms are overall
underused (some areas are almost empty or aged).
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Sigiriya
The museum is very recent (2013) and proposes many services:
Information Centre, ticketing, Museum exhibition, and reconstitutions of part
of the rocks paintings. Trained guides and helpers are available, but are too
many and wit-hout a proper management, it is sometimes felt as a harassment
to International tourists. A good leaflet is issued with the ticket, but no guide
map is available
The visitor can enter freely an Interpretation room, where videos and
historic photos are presented, but the exhibition is not at the standard of a
WHS.
In the museum, along with artefacts, are presented a series of
Interpretation panels, a timeline, and an outstanding 3D model of a high
quality. The building can therefore be considered as a mix between a
traditional museum and an In-terpretation Centre meeting the International
standards. The feedbacks from the host community is positive (visitors =
source of revenues, tourism = economic activity) and the visitors experience
is one of the most appreciated in Sri Lanka.

World Heritage Site Boundaries

The distance between the Qa’aba and the rock (20 km) can be compared to
the one from Sri Maha Boddhi and Mihintale (15 km) Hundreds of tents are
settled and spread over a total area of 20 km2. More than 60,000 security
officers and 20,000 health staff are mobilized.
Kandy
The access to the main site, from roads and railway, are in good condition.
There is no dedicated vehicle park for the pilgrims coming to the site. The
front road of the Temple is closed. Pilgrims are dropped at a place 500meters away and vehicles are parked 1-2 km away.

UNESCO Guidelines, PRI-SM
The UNESCO Initiative recommendations might provide guidelines
and framework for improving Anuradhapura management system:
•

•

Stonehenge, WHS, UK (holy place and Neolithic sites)

Heritage
Site
Benchmark

Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites was listed as a UNESCO World
He-ritage Site in 1985 (number 373). Therefore, it suffered from the same
kind of drawbacks as Anuradhapura Sacred City: no declaration of OUV,
no proper boundaries, no management plan. But, in 2015, a WHS
Management Plan has been submitted to UNESCO WHC, according to the
retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value adopted by the World
Heritage Committee in June 2013. A Management Unit has been established
and a website dedicated to the WHS details all the listing documents and its
legal measures.
NB: no Buffer Zone was proposed neither in the original nor the updated
docu-ment.
Polonnaruwa, WHS, 1981
The boundaries of the Nominated Property are well defined by the ramparts
with its inner city and outer city, and the monastic area that include the
boundaries of the Archaeological reserve. The boundaries of the buffer zone
are not clearly defined.
Sigiriya, WHS, 1981
The boundaries of the nominated property and of the buffer zone are
precisely defined. Nominated Property: areas covered by the
Archaeological Reserve, which is the Rock and the Western Precinct, and the
Eastern Precinct, which is under the Wild Life Conservation
Department.Buffer zone: clearly defined by the Urban Development Authority
Act;
Dambulla, WHS, 1990
The boundaries are not clearly defined. Nominated Property: the boundary
of the NP is marked by the limit of the rock itself.
Buffer zone: as for the provisions of the Antiquities Ordinance, a 400-m
buffer zone has been gazetted, but its boundary is sometimes not clear. NPPD
has de-clared the buffer zone as a Sacred Area.

•

Religious properties and sacred places can be an integral part of larger
ensembles, such as historic cities, cultural landscapes and natural sites. The
significance of such sites and the interests of associated religious communities should be duly recognized in sustainable management processes.
The continuing nature of religious heritage calls for dialogue and mutual
understanding between the religious communities concerned and all other
stakeholders, who must work together to preserve the significance of cultural, mixed and natural heritage sites associated with the sacred.
The establishment of integrated and interactive training programmes in
the management of religious places in cooperation with the Advisory Bodies, ICCROM, ICOMOS and IUCN, aiming at helping representatives of
religious communities to enhance and share their managerial skills.

Conclusion: Tendency/Inspiration for Anuradhapura
If the Sri Lankan Authorities expect to double the capacity to 4 million tourists
per year to visit Sri Lanka in 2040, we can then consider that at least 400,000
international tourists might be welcomed in Anuradhapura.
Even if Polonnaruva and Sigiriya are not fully comparable to Anuradhapura (they
are smaller and properly fenced or delimited), a similar tickets’ collection system in one unique place might be considered to implement.
Anuradhapura entry-ticket should be based on the other Cultural Triangle sites,
and many solutions can be foreseen (ie the ticket price might range from US$30
for 1-2 day visit up to US$40 for a 2-3 day-visit without handicapping the site).
The Visitors Centre could size from 1,200 to 2,400 m2 depending on its programme and proposed activities (a high standard for WHS).
Identification of the perimeters of the heritage properties situated within the
Sacred Area of Anuradhapura (SAA) that covers an extent of about 40 km2 is a
complicated task and in the 2010 Management plan (p. 59-60) was provided a
map demarcating these perimeters (Sacred Area Planning Scheme for the Anuradhapura World Heritage Site, prepared by the NPPD). However, in order to
comply with UNESCO standards, the perimeters of the Nominated Property and
of the Buffer Zone need to be further studied and established along with the
Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value.
The World Heritage Site Management Plan needs to be updated according to
the above elements. The management of Pilgrims need to be upgraded to better
answer to the increasing needs.

Pilgrimage management
Makkah
The Muslim pilgrimage, Hajj, is the most frequented in the World. Every
year, 1.5 to 2 Million pilgrims do the one of the 7 pillars of Islam. They stay
3 days in Mecca and visit three main spots: the holy Qa’aba, the temptation
rock, the Zamzam well.
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Enhancing
the
Heritage

Key
Challenges

Name of the World Heritage Site: Sacred City of Anuradhapura
Year of Inscription: 1982
Type: Cultural Site
Criteria: (ii), (iii), (vi)
Decision: 200-ICOMOS-221
In 1982, Anuradhapura’s Sacred City was inscribed in the World Heritage List as
the 200th Site. The declaration of OUV emphasizes both on the historical and
on the spiritual significance(s) of the site.
Since then, the site has been excavated and studied by the DoA, hundreds of artifacts were found and stored onsite, waiting for interpretation. Still, a large part
of the site remains unknown and further archaeological campaigns need to be
carried out in order to increase the site’s knowledge and interpretation.
Presently, the site ownership is either public (Department of Archaeology or Government), or private (mainly religious entities). The eight (08) most sacred monuments are owned by the Astamatana Committee under Buddhist Temporalities
Ordinance. For private lands (private ownership of the Heritage site), the DoA
usually declares the monument as a Protected Monument while public lands
(DoA’s ownership) are declared Archaeological Reserve (Antiquities Ordinance
of 1940, revised 1998). In both cases, they are under the legal protection of the
Department of Archaeology.
Since the listing, however, the DoA has not been fully “equipped”/staffed to
manage such a large property. In the 1980s’, a Central Cultural Fund was thus
created to manage WH properties. Yet, CCF needs to ask a “License to work” to
the DoA when deciding to excavate archaeological site, restoring monument,
or building small-scale facilities (e.g. toilets) - as any other private owners. Although CCF is mainly in charge of the site’s monitoring and restoration, the
Sacred City suffers from a lack of clear management principles. A Site management Plan was prepared in 2010, and needs an important update to be done in
the coming months.

In addition to this issues related to site’s operation and management, the city
also experiences an issue related to the boundaries of the UNESCO World Heritage’s site. It is indeed necessary to demarcate the proper perimeter of the WHS
with boundary posts in order to comply with UNESCO’s requirement. Clear
demarcation is also essential to control the development’s activities within the
transition zone between the Sacred Area and the modern city.
Lastly, urbanization process is also weakening the site. Although various preservation and conservation plans stipulate that the area should be inhabitants-free,
they are not implement and respected. It is therefore important to freeze further
construction of unauthorized buildings within the UNESCO’s site. Exemptions
can be tolerated only if the Sacred Area Development Committee, the DoA and
UNESCO accept the construction’s demand.

House under construction in the Sacred City (Anuradhapura 2017)

STRENGTHS

SWOT

Inscribed on the
World Heritage List
International recognition of
Anuradhapura’s outstanding universal value
Part of the Cultural Triangle
Overall good state of conservation
Numbers of artefact to showcase
5 site-museums (including 2 recently renovated)
Anuradhapura as the centre of a network
of cultural & religious heritage sites

Archaeological excavations in Wijayaramaya (Anuradhapura 2017)

AKNESSE
S
WE
Anarchic and unplaned
construction on the site
Site’s knowledge not
sufficiently well-enough spread
Lack of awarness of archaelogical
reserves preservation
Constructions within the World Heritage’s site
Transportation visual, sound and air
pollution
Unplanned parking near the sites
Organised parking lots
too close to the sites

PORTUNITIE
S
OP
Implementation of a
site management unit
Partnership with national and international academic centres
PhDs on Anuradhapura’s ancient times
Creation of an Interpretation Centre
Archaeological campaigns
UNESCO network
Capacity building program(s)
Improvement of the existing museums
Creating circuits with
other cultural sites
THREATS

Pilgrimages (cause
deterioration of the heritage site)
Unforeseen attendance of pilgrims during
some week-ends
Increase of the visitors’ numbers
Persisting poor site’s management
Traffic increase in the Sacred City leading
to deterioration of the archaeological sites
Increase of anarchic constructions within
the UNESCO boundaries
UNESCO site declassification
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Improving
Pilgrimage
Management

Anuradhapura is an important place for Buddhist pilgrimages and make the Sacred City a living heritage. Pilgrims gather in and around eight sacred places
(Atamastana); Maha Vihara complex (at Sri Maha Bodhi and Ruwanweli Seya)
and Isurumuniya all the year, and in particular for full moon days, during the
months of May, June, July and August (Poson and Esala festivals), and during
the special occasions of “grand offerings of flowers” (Pichcha Mal Poya) to the
Buddha and “grand offerings in kind for the monks and temples”( Girkhanda
Poya).
On Poya Day, December 3rd, 2017 the Consultant conducted a counting survey
in order to have accurate figures. Noted that this month, Poya Day happened to
be a Sunday. This might have incidence in the figures, as more people tend to
come on Sundays. These numbers, thus, represent an important Poya Day (and
probably not an average poya day). Therefore, the total number of pilgrims on
December 3rd, 2017 was 51,901. The most visited sites where Sri Maha Bodhi
(in particular the northern and eastern entrances), Samadhi Buddha Image and
Isurumuniya.
The biggest festival is Poson Poya. This religious festival held every year on the
full moon day of June to commemorate when Arahat Mahinda, son of Emperor
Asoka of India, converted King Devanampiyatissa to Buddhism, 2,300 years
ago. Although there is no official records/counting of the pilgrims at that period,
the number of pilgrims are estimated around 1 million during the month and to
a total of 600,000 during the 3 days of Poson, culminating with approximately
300,000 on Poson day (source: crossed estimates with Anuradhapura Tourist

Pilgrims during Poson festival (2017)

Poor toilets disposed in the Sacred City for Poson (2017)

Key
Challenges

STRENGTHS

Total Number of Pilgrims on Poya Day and days after, December 3rd 2017
Surveys done by consultant

Police numbers and Isurumuniya Buddhist Authorities).
The extension of this pilgrimage makes Poson Poya a singular event requiring a
singular management.
Yet, such activities require a particular site’s management and no need to say
that the influx of pilgrims put pressure on Anuradhapura’s amenities and management, namely:
• Difficult waste collection of the large quantity of offerings and transport
from the sacred sites up to the municipal landfill. During Poson, the situation is aggravated by the food and daily waste generated by the pilgrims
staying over night.
• Sanitaries and toilets are in insufficient numbers even if new toilets have
been built in Abhayagiriya site by the NCP with financial support of the
Ministry of Tourism;
• Lighting system to be improved to ensure easy access and safety on the sites;
• Poor linkages between the eight (8) sacred shrines, especially between
Maha Vihara area and the sites located at the north of the sacred city.

SWOT

Sacred Buddhist Heritage
The continuity bringing regular incomes
to the Buddhust authorities
Pilgrims participate to the site’s
maintenance and improvement works
Main pilgrimage site of Sri Lanka

AKNESSE
S
WE

Outranged management
of pilgrimages
Communication
Lack of public facilities in the Sacred Area
Solid waste management during pilgrimages
No sewerage system
Management of the cars and
buses transits
Multiple of stakeholders in charge
of pilgrims’ management

PORTUNITIE
S
OP
Revision of the management
plan to integrate the spiritual
dimension (PRISM)
Creation of an Interpretation Centre
that can dedicate exhibition panels to
Buddhism
Traffic management plan
Circular shuttle bus system
Creation of a site management unit (SMU)
Capacity building program(s)
Create a dedicated pilgrim
centre
THREATS

Pilgrimages cause deterioration
of the heritage site
Unforeseen attendance of pilgrims
during some week-ends
No regulation on mass tourism
Persisting poor site’s management
Conflicts and tensions between tourists
and Pilgrims due to lack of awareness
on respectable practices
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Enhancing
Tourism
Attractiveness

Anuradhapura is part of the cultural triangle but it receives far less tourists than
Kandy and Sigiriya for instance. The two tables below are respectively indicating
the number of foreign visitors in Sri Lankan ancient cities, and the number of
foreign guest nights in ancient cities, both in 2016 and 2013.

The table below indicates the number of foreign visitors in the three main Heritage sites of the Cultural Triangle. Those numbers are detailing the entrances in
the sites managed by the CCF.

However, it is to be noted the disproportion between the tickets sold and the
number of nights spent by the international tourists. Indeed, guests spend “only”
two times less nights in Anuradhapura compared to Polonnaruwa and 4.3 times
less than in Sigiriya. That means that some of the visitors are coming to Anuradhapura but do not visit the paying parts of the site and/or that some visitors visiting Anuradhapura have the tendency to stay longer to visit other surrounding
sites as Mihinthale and Wilpathu National Park. Thus, it is crucial to ensure the
enforcement of paying tickets when visiting the sacred area, thanks to an attractive visitors’ experience and to further connect Anuradhapura to other regional
valuables sites to encourage visitors to stay longer and position Anuradhapura as
a hub for high end cultural and natural tourism.
Anuradhapura lacks international World Heritage site look for the visitors. Apart
from the large gathering of the devotees the international tourists do not feel the
grandeur of the place. It should be interpreted somewhere in either in marketing
tool at the sites or through the high-tech interpretation modes. As it is one of the
most sacred places in Sri Lanka, the proposed presentations should be unique to
each site and carefully plan out in collaboration with authorities and respective
religious leaders.
Moreover, it is todays UNESCO recommendations to enlighten the WH status,
and to present the Convention and why the site is listed in the Welcome or Interpretation Centre.

Number of foreign tourists and forest guests nights
Sources: Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority

Key
Challenges

The reasons for such differences in terms of attractiveness are:
• Lack of explanations and interpretations on the site. Visitors struggle to understand the site’s functioning and history.
• Lack of public facilities, in particular toilets, are in few numbers.
• High cost of the entrance tickets and no clear ticketing system
• Lack of tourism equipment in the modern city

STRENGTHS

SWOT

PORTUNITIE
S
OP

Richness of the archaeological site
Natural and cultural heritage
Birth place of the dam-based irrigation
Political will to develop tourism
Associations of tourism professionals
Social and economic stability
Network of cultural and natural sites
surrounding Anuradhapura

Repositioning Anuradhapura as
the entry point of the Cultural Triangle
National policy for Anuradhapura
Creating a top-class interpretation center
Communication and advertising
Develop a high end cultural tourism offer
strengthening the local economy
Extended revenues generated by tourism
that will favor the preservation of the site

AKNESSE
S
WE

THREATS

Far from the existing
touristic circuits
Relatively low tourism activities compared
to other sites of the Cultural Triangle
Lack of international standard hotels
Weak interpretation of the archaeological site
Lack of IEC tools for tourists within the ancient
site
No recreational activities in
the modern city
Lack of public facilities
in the Sacred Area

Deterioration of the urban and
archaeological environment
Institutional deadlock
Persisting poor site’s management
Marginalisation of the site

Deteriorated and inadequate signages in the Sacred City
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Improving
Urban
Management

Key
Challenges

The Modern City has been thought and planned in 1950 in order to establish
services and activities that were hitherto located in the ancient part. This part
of the city is well planned but one can observe overall deteriorations. Urban
infrastructures are indeed dilapidated. This is largely due to maintenance’s insufficiencies. This concerns road and drainage infrastructures as well as public
spaces.
The Nature Park (picture opposite) is one example of public parks and spaces
which do not receive any maintenance. Besides maintenance’s issues (uncontrolled vegetation, dead trees, and waste), the water which feeds the small “lake”
within the part is of very poor quality and appears to be highly polluted due to
liquid-waste discharges, in particular from the hospital nearby.
In addition to that, as mentioned above, several urban plans exist, both for the
modern and the sacred cities. Nevertheless, reality grounds reflect the lack of
implementation of those plans and the low level of investments. For instance,
according to the Sacred City Development Project, 2013 the Sacred City should
be a housing-free area, in order to preserve the archaeological site. Yet, one can
observe that constructions are occurring. In addition to that, flooding and sensitive environmental areas are not supposed to be urbanized, in particular lands
along the tanks and riversides. This is again not respected.
The modern city appears also difficult to “read” and to navigate in. This is largely due to the lack of centrality and a lack of clearly voiced historical character
(except for colonial buildings in the neighborhood around the station). This is
also due to the lack of roads hierarchy in the city, and the absence of signage
and distinct entrances to the Sacred City. One can indeed, enter and cross the
Sacred City without noticing that this area is an archaeological area and UNESCO World Heritage.
Lastly, the buffer zone, and above all the Malwathu River are not valorized and
sometimes difficult to distinguish in the city’s landscape. Thus, it appears difficult to distinguish the different city’s features, and its territories.
The issue of architectural quality must also be highlighted. Traditional vernacular architecture (clay, tiles, bricks...) has been replaced by «modern» architecture
made of steel plates and cement. This is doubly problematic: loss of quality of
life because traditional buildings are adapted to the local climate and conditions
and loss of aesthetic quality because the very identity of Anuradhapura as a
green city is lost.

Anuradhapura’s Nature park, example of lack of public spaces maintenance (2017)

Illegal construction along Kumbichchan Kuluma tank (2017)

STRENGTHS

SWOT

Existing Urban Plans
Garden-city’s urban grid
Institutions and administrative bodies
Capacities in terms of water management
Infrastructures for solid waste treatment
Essential services that are delivered
Existing quality roads
Symbolic buildings in the Sacred City
Tanks are visible elements

AKNESSE
S
WE

Stormwater drain in Modern City
example of infrastructure lack of maintenance

Insufficient maintenance
Lack of coordination between institutions
Urban Plans not respected and implemented
Lack of financing resources in some sectors
No clear roads’ hierarchy
Issues in term of signage
No official entrance of the Sacred City
No hierarchy of the roads
Invisibility of the river
Flat city topography

PORTUNITIE
S
OP
Economic development
Capacity building program(s)
Redevelopment of the central square
Main street redevelopment
Development of the river banks
Regeneration of underutilized lands
Competition for the entrance of the Sacred City
Traffic Management Plan
Specific attention to the Sacred City
Development of soft mobility
THREATS

Uncontrolled urban growth
Destruction of agricultural land
Increase of population > provision of
services
Increase of municipal expenses/charges
Urban decay of the main street
Traffic increase in the Sacred City leading to
deterioration of the archaeological sites
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Improving
Mobility
Management

The train in Anuradhapura’s Station (2017)

Anuradhapura is at the junction of five (05) main roads that connect it to other Sri
Lanka’s main cities, namely Puttalam, Kurrunegalam, Kandy, Jaffna, and Trincomale.
It is served by two (02) trains stations (the main station and the new town station),
as well as two (02) bus stations (the nex bus stand and the old one). Multiple daily
buses and trains serve the city. The latter has two train stations and bus stations.
Although the modern city was initially designed as a garden city and AIUDP’s first
vision was to make Anuradhapura a green city, it is now obvious that the car is currently king. Road developments are now made in favor of the car and there is very
little room for alternative transport modes. This situation is contradictory to the will
to modernize the city and to promote cultural tourism.
ANURADHAPURA

To Medawachchi

BUS ROUTE MAP

Key
Challenges

A – Mihintale Junction
B – JaffnaJunction
C – Market Junction
D – Old Bus Stand
E – Long Distance Bus Stand
F – JayanthiJunction
G – PoliceJunction
H – Court Junction
I – HospitalJunction
J – New Bus Stand
K – DahayyagamaJunction
L – Pothanegama Junction

Thus, the over-dominant position of cars has several impacts in the city:
• The city is unfriendly to pedestrians and cyclists;
• Air pollution;
• Congestion: both the result of the weakness of alternatives to car, and
poor traffic management, in particular around bus and train stations;
• Pressure from motorized vehicles within the sacred city.

B

A

To Mihintale
To Galkulama

From/To New Bus Stand

C

I-G-C-B-A-Mihintale
Kahatagasdigiliya– 835
Galenbindunuwewa (via
Sippukulama)– 828/1
Horowpothana– 835/1
Trincomalee– 835

D
E

To Thanthirimale

F

G

H

I

J

To Kawarakkulama

K
L
To Pubudupura

I-G-C-B-A-Medawachchi
Saliyapura– 857/1
Medawachchi– 857
Kebithigollewa– 845/6
Sripura– 844
Janakapura– 844/4
Kelebogaswewa– 844
Ratmalgahawewa– 835/3/1
Wahalkada– 862/844
Puwarsankulama
- 418

I-G-C-B-A-Galkulama
Galenbindunuwewa (via
Sivalakulama)-824/2
Kekirawa (via
Maradankadawala)
– 43
Kaduruwela (via
Maradankadawala)
– 75
Kaduruwela (via
Maminiyawa)– 75
Galkiriyagama (via
Kekirawa) – 43/3

Trafic jam during Poson (2017)

STRENGTHS

SWOT

Existing quality roads
Availability of inner road
system network
Political will to rethink traffic management
City’s limited size
Some existing soft modes
Roads link with main cities
Availability railway station and railway
services
Sufficient number of train
stations and bus station

PORTUNITIE
S
OP

Traffic management plan as part of the
current study
Prohibition of cars in the Sacred City
Development of electric cars
Development of gentle links for pedestrians and cycles

To Puttalam

From/ToLong Distance
Bus Stand

To Thalawa

From/To Old Bus Stand
D-H-G-F-Tantirimale
Wilachchiya– 856/1/2
Thanthirimalaya– 856
D-H-I-Kawarakkulama
Kawarakkulama– 834/1
Keerikkulama– 834/2
D-H-G-J-K-Pubudupura
Pubudupura– 873/2
Third Step– 873/3

D-H-G-J-K-L-Talawa
Thambuttegama
– 978
Galnewa (via Andagala)
849
Galnewa– 978/1 - (via
Thambuttegama)
Kagama– 849
Nachchad
uwa – 852
Kurunegala– 57
D-H-G-J-K-L-Puttalam
Pandulagama
– 822/6
Kalaoya– 822
Nochchiyagama– 822
Wilpattuwa – 822/1

E-H-G-J-K-L-Puttalam
Puttalam- 04
E-D-C-B-A-Galkulama
Colombo- 15/1/1 (via
Maradankadawala
)
Colombo– A/C – 15/1/1
Kandy – A/C – 43
E-H-G-J-K-L-Talawa
Kekirawa (via Eppawala)
–
849/15
Kandy – 42
Colombo– 15/1
Colombo (via Ella)– 57

The map above is representing Anuradhapura’s Bus Route Map. It has been elaborated
by the Consultant team, based on data analysis, meetings and field work.

AKNESSE
S
WE
Lack of vehicles parks
Congestion during pilgrimages
Inadequate traffic management
No regulation for buses and trucks
Low interconnection rail / bus
Lack of coordination between institutions
Lack of long term plan for mobility sector
Lack of Transport sector
financing
Not connected with the new
expressway network currently
being developed

THREATS

Increase of the motorisation rate
Increase numbers of vans and buses due
to the increase of tourism activities
Increase of the city’s attractiveness
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Preserving
Natural
Environment

Key
Challenges

Anuradhapura enjoys a very rich natural heritage, notably in and around tanks.
There are a number of legally protected Forest Reserves and areas important for
wildlife in the district. For instance, Tissa Wewa Sanctuary and Mahakanderawa
Sanctuary are situated within the Anuradhapura Municipal Council area and are
protected areas under the Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance and therefore
come under the jurisdiction of the Department of Wildlife Conservation.
This rich nature represents of key feature of the Anuradhapura’s identity. Yet, a majority of protected and natural areas are under severe threat due to unauthorized
activities. Protection of these sanctuaries and preservation of their biodiversity are
essential for Anuradhapura in order for it to continue to be a garden city.
At present, according to AMC, in charge of waste management, 35 Metric Tons
(MT) of wastes are collected every day, including 15 MT organic wastes. The
latter are sent to the composting site, situated in Keerikulama, while non-degradable waste is mostly dumped in the landfill next to the composting plant.
Yet, lots of Anuradhapura’s inhabitants are burning their wastes, and therefore
contributes to soil and air pollution.
In addition to that, the households’ wastewater, as well as small and medium
industries’ and hotels’ discharges are released into the Malwathu Oya and other
natural water bodies. The city indeed is mostly equiped with non-collective sanitation system (septic tanks). The current functioning causes two main risks:
(i) health risk for the inhabitants (e.g. kidney diseases) and (ii) environmental
pollution.
The map bellow is representing small and medium scale industries in Anuradhapura. They are classified into three (03) categories, according to their impact on
the environment, namely: (i) High Polluting (A category), (ii) Medium Polluting
(B category), and (iii) Low polluting (C category).
Monitoring of ambient water quality levels in the tanks and lakes in Anuradhapura is therefore vital in order to ensure that ambient water quality levels are
within acceptable standards for drinking, bathing, recreation, etc.

Garbage collectors in Modern City (2017)

Polluting Industries in Anuradhapura Region (2017)

STRENGTHS

The AMC’s composting plant: a major facility for waste recycling (2017)

SWOT

PORTUNITIE
S
OP

Unique natural heritage
Biodiversity
Remarkable trees
Water bodies and system/network
Vegetation cover

Enforcement of urban plans in order
to prevent constructions on the tanks’
sides and riverside.
Awareness raising of the actors and
population about the natural heritage
Development of ecological tourism
Elaboration of a sewage masterplann

AKNESSE
S
WE

THREATS

Deterioration of natural resources
No sewerage system
Waste and waste water discharge to the river
and natural landscapes
Urbanization of agricultural areas
Insufficient waste collection
Weak environmental management
of pilgrimages

Increase of pollution level due to the increase of population, pilgrims and tourists
Climate changes
Increase of major flood events and
drought events
Water stress
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Mitigating
Natural
Hazards

The city is facing climate hazards, in particular linked
to the water: flooding events or drought.
The flood risk has always existed in ancient capital of
Sri Lanka, Anuradhapura and therefore, it has been
established and developed in an area protected from
this risk (80m above sea level) on the left bank of the
Malwathu Oya. Main part of the Anuradhapura new
city is now located at higher altitudes up to 105m
above sea level, however the vulnerability of urban
areas is much higher than before.
The flood risk in Anuradhapura is bound to the northeast monsoon, with an average monthly rainfall
(1971 – 2010) of 232.3 mm in October, 245.8mm in
November and 193.3mm in December. The total rain
fall during the second inter monsoon is responsible for
about 30% of the average annual rainfall of this area,
during which the reservoirs get filled up and soil moisture become saturated.
Two main types of flooding in Anuradhapura are:
• Fluvial flooding due to the overflow of the Malwathu Oya river and of the canals connecting the irrigation tanks;
• Rainfall-related flooding due to the failure to evacuate rainwater from the city by the Drainage
network.
The Department of Irrigation (DoI) is a key player in
terms of flood management related to the irrigation

canals and the major and medium reservoirs as the
department. The Department issues standing orders for
each facility deliberating the procedures to be adopted during the floods and also circulars describing the
precautions and the actions to be taken prior to and
during monsoon. In addition, RDA and AMC are also
in charge of the construction and maintenance of the
city drains. Before the monsoonal rains the different
authorities gets ready to face then flooding situations
by clearing and removing obstacles in the discharge
canals, servicing spillway gates and regulators etc. and
also by lowering the water levels of the reservoirs.
However, all these efforts are not sufficient for Anuradhapura to be a flooding-free city. According to the
Disaster Management Center, 123 people were affected by flooding in 2015 (within the AMC area) and in
2014, when major flooding events took place, 1,793
people were affected, 2 houses were damaged and 3
were destroyed.
The destruction of the environment, in particular forests, and the reduce amount of water resources in
tanks (drought) are also major concerns for the population. In addition to that, the lack of maintenance and
the insufficient capacity of tanks impact the agricultural activities and increase the vulnerability of the area
to the climate hazards and extreme meteorological
events.

Key
Challenges

STRENGTHS

Stormwater flooding in Modern City (2017)

SWOT

A large part of the ancient water
system is still functioning
Rich local know-how about surface water
management
Public awareness and strong social demand
No landslides (flat topography)
Effective & efficient Disaster Management
Centre located in Anuradhapura

Drainage network of Anuradhapura

AKNESSE
S
WE
Increase of number of
heavy flood events
Lack of water
Urbanization of flooding areas
Waterproofing of soils
Poor quality of drains and canals (encroachments, vegetation jams)
Lack of maintenance of the urban drainage
network
Difficult enforcement of
regulations
Destruction of Forests

PORTUNITIE
S
OP

Derivation of the Malwathu Oya under
the CRIP
Improvement of dam management that
can be used as retention tanks

THREATS

Increase of pollution level due to the increase of population, pilgrims and tourists
Increase of major flood events and
drought events
Lack of capacity (human, technical, financial) of the local authorities to maintain
urban drainage network
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Strengthening
Local
Economy

At Anuradhapura’s district’s level, 336,930 persons are employed, while 16,074
are unemployed and 276,660 are economically not active. The total number of
inhabitants at the district level is 629,664 (census of population and housing,
2012).
Prior to 1948, the city economy was mainly based on agricultural activities.
The rich and very well developed ancient irrigation system highly contributed
to the agriculture’s development. With the development of Anuradhapura,
new economic activities emerged and people find alternative means of
income in several sectors such as tourism, administration, service and trade.
Today, as the capital city of the North Central Province, Anuradhapura has
become a growing economic center for the region, this shall be strengthened
in the future as the National Physical Plan highlights. The city now hosts
administrative, finance, insurance and banking institutions, service-based and
trading activities as well as small and medium industries and tourism-related
services.
Tourism sector remains poorly developed, with no hotel to international
stan-dards, while it shall be a strong economic driver. The city lacks indeed
hotel with national or international reputation. Restaurants are also limited
supply outside hotels.
Although the number of foreign visitors has continuously increased since 2007,
it still remains less than 100,000 per year. This number is low compared to
the other sites’ of the Cultural Triangle, and become insignificant, compared
with similar international sites such as Angkor in Cambodia or Petra in Jordan.

Pic : Shops in Sacred City, far from visitors’ expectations (2017)

SWOT

Key
Challenges

STRENGTHS
Existing tourist
economy in Sri Lanka
Regional center & Transport hub
Residential economy (services)
Adequate land for economic activities
Road connection with main cities
Railway station / services
Local Airport
Important agricultural economy
Strategic position
UNESCO World Heritage
List
AKNESSE
S
WE

Pic : Commercial street in the Modern City, far from expected competitivity (2017)

Dependency on the agricultural sector
Low quality tourism economy
Lack of vocational training
Lack of economic strategy
Lack of competitive sectors
Low economic impact of
Pilgrimages
Airport not open for
commercial flights

PORTUNITIE
S
OP

Increase of international tourism
in Sri Lanka
Training of tourism economic agents
Regional development plan (NPPD)
SCDP regional structure plan

THREATS

High competition with other touristic
sites, and the latter capturing all tourism
added-value
Anuradhapura being marginalised from
touristic routes
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Anuradhapura today, a sleeping, vulnerable & undervalued City

Conclusion

At present, Anuradhapura can be described as the
following:
Sleeping: the city is not yet to be considered as an
economic centre for the country and its presence
on the international stage is really weak. The city is
currently offering few entertainments and activities
to its visitors. The past of the former island’s capital
seems buried and the city has no longer its historic
glory and former vibrancy. Yet, its potential for development and attractiveness is incredible.
Vulnerable: in the case of Anuradhapura, vulnerability here is referring the city’s difficulties to face climate hazards, in particular flooding events. Those
hazards are likely to increase in the future due to
climate change. In case of no improvement in urban management and services, their consequences
could be more serious, with more affected people
and buildings.
Undervalued: Anuradhapura is not integrated in
tourist tours and its history and heritage are not enhanced. Thus, it appears difficult for visitors to understand the site and Anuradhapura’s past glory.
It is therefore important to act now, to change the
current situation, and to develop the city while respecting its unique features and identity. Deciding
not to intervene cannot be considered as a solution
and this would ultimately lead to three (03) important risks that the city will have to face, namely:
• Destruction of the built heritage and archaeological reserves
• Anuradhapura’s marginaliazation from tourist
tours
• Environmental damage and deterioration of the
life’s quality
This Vision Statement and Conceptual Urban Plan
Report represents therefore the opportunity to engage in shared and positive momentum. Improving
the situation and making Anuradhapura great again
is only possible if all the stakeholders are working
together and put efforts to make this vision happen.
The project’s implementation and success is less a
technical issue than an institutional one, as it has
hitherto been difficult to implement plans.

SWOT
ENGTHS
STR

Value of Archaeological sites
The city’s past and rich history
UNESCO World Heritage Site
Part of the Cultural Triangle
Proximity to national parks and other
major tourists attractions
Multiplicity of reservoirs, some of them dating
back to the ancient civilization
Strategic geographic location
National renown
Popular area for attraction of local and foreign tourists
Large number of cultural and religious events
Good accessibility of the city by trains, cars and buses
Environnement, landscaped park of the utmost beauty
Political willingness to promote the ancient city
as an asset for Anuradhapura
Delivery of most of the basic services

AKNESSES
WE

Deteriorated infrastructures
Not respected urban plans
Congestion, in particular during festivals’ periods
Lack of sewage system
Water and air pollution
Undersized storm-water drainage system
Drain obstruction
Limited range of hotel facilities
Non availability of recreational activities
Spreading of kidney disease

OP

PORTUNITI

ES

International recognition as a
World Heritage City: the Sacred Area
Ancient civilization with advanced irrigation techniques
Possibility to mobilise UNESCO Centre Category II, Asia (WHITRIP- to host training sessions in Anuradhapura
Participate to the UNESCO HUL programme (Historic Urban
Landscape)
On-going donors-funded development projects
Ability to promote tourism and obtain foreign aids
Anuradhapura identified as a Metro City in the National
Physical Plan
Buddhism tourism development

THREATS

Status quo - stagnancy: lack of change
Climate Change
Seasonal droughts
Issues with UNESCO because of the site management
(as in Dambulla or Galle)
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The implementation of Anuradhapura’s strategic vision requires the mobilization
of various intervention levers available to public decision-makers, with short-,
medium- and long-term impacts. The different «soft» and «hard» modes of intervention are used according to the impacts sought and in consensus with all
project stakeholders and following a broad and inclusive consultation process.

Planning
Urban planning means anticipating, being able to prepare upstream for the identified needs of tomorrow. It enables local authorities to identify, prioritize and
implement projects adapted to the necessities of their populations. It is the first
step to ensure that any project is relevant and embedded in a broader strategic
approach of urban development. The planning starts with a strategic vision followed by the implementation of a strategic and multisectoral City Development
Plan that will guide the evolution of the city for the next decade, followed by the
creation of thematic plans (transport, tourism, heritage, drainage, waste water,
etc.) that will focus on the burning challenges faced by the city.

Structural works

Tool Kits

The work operations allow structural changes to be made in the physical environment of the city in order to upgrade or beautify public spaces. The objective
here will be to ensure that each work carried out in the city meets a threefold
objective:
• functional: the works meet a priority expressed need of the users of the site
and are carried out on the basis of feasibility studies.
• green: the works must either reinforce the city’s resilience by developing urban/architectural projects with minimal environmental impact. The choice
of materials, urban and architectural forms and landscape integration play
a crucial role in defining the project. Projects built should encourage their
users to adopt environmentally friendly practices.
• beautifying: the works will be designed with an aesthetic concern of embellishment of the public realm, integrating proven landscape and/or architectural
qualities. At design stage, the mobilization of local experts in urban design
and architecture will be privileged.
Works can vary (drainage, museum, roads, public amenities, building regeneration, etc.) and be located both in the modern and sacred city. They are mainly implemented under the governance of the authorities in charge of the intervention’s
sector (i.e RDA for roads, UDA for urban upgrading, CCF for tourism activities,
NWSDB for waste water, etc.). Some works can be implemented in house by the
authority or can required to be outsourced to an external contractor.

Capacity Building
Operation and maintenance of certain complex engineering structures can require specific skills. In the same way, performing certain activities related to public administration and management can also be challenging when the persons in
charge are not equipped with the necessary know-how. Thus, Capacity building
activities aim to enhance the capacity of the local authorities to perform their
assigned tasks effectively, efficiently, continuously and with reduced dependence
on external resources. Capacity building can focus on three main aspects:
• human resource development: trainings, knowledge sharing experiences,
peers’ exchanges, sites’ visits, etc.
• institutional development: improvement of the local organisation system,
definition of standards of procedures (SOPs), law enforcement’s procedures
• Policy environment: assistance in the development of policy and planning
documents to be used by the public authorities.
Capacity building is mainly intended for operators of the various vision components, notably the NCP, UDA, AMC, CCF, DoA, RDA. Capacity building requirements must be identified in close relation with the beneficiaries in order

to understand their present situation, strengthening needs, potential degree of
change and motivations.
Lastly, capacity building programs can only success if they involve changes in
the working practices and functioning of the different instituions in charge of the
city’s management (both in the Sacred and Modern cities). In that sense, capacity
building programs needs to go hand-in-hand with change management.

Information Education & Communication (IEC)
Improving the urban environment also depends on the good behaviour of users,
who can only be effective and sustainable if people have a good knowledge,
attitude and practice (KAP). This is particularly important for problems which are
not located on public spaces such as the burning of waste in gardens, poor maintenance of septic tanks, illegal constructions obstructing urban drains; but this
can also be relevant in case of bad and/or dangerous practices of the population
as for the waste thrown out of the garbage bins by pilgrims. Awareness-raising
campaigns are aimed at changing the behaviour of communities in order to improve their KAP. However, even if information communication techniques have
developed over last decades, the ability of people to acquire, store and assimilate
information has remained unchanged. Thus, it is important to be able to communicate the right information using vectors adapted to the target of the messages.
Different communication tools can be used as street campaigns, door to door, public theatre, sensitisations in schools, markets, display of information panels, etc.
IEC is particularly important to ensure the sustainability and non-deterioration
of the works implemented by the public authorities. It should help to strengthen
positive attitudes of the communities towards the projects, through a stronger
respect and sense of ownership.

Rules & Regulations
Urban rules and regulations are among the major tools used by local authorities
to overcome the pressing challenges faces by inappropriate practices that affects
the urban environment. They directly or substantially affect rights and duties of
individuals that interact or live in a defined territory. However, the capacity to
enforce laws and regulations is often lacking and as a result, parallel systems
flourish and urban legal informality becomes the norm. Thus, rules & regulations
shall be defined in parallel with adapted enforcement plan in order to ensure the
effectivity, efficiency and sustainability.
They can be used in all the thematic impacting urban development as for:
• Mobility: to better manage the various flow of tourists, pilgrims, residents;
to prohibit the usage of personal motorised vehicles in the sacred areas; to
restrict the usage of certain roads to pedestrian and bicycles only; etc.
• Urban development: zoning plan; architectural guidelines; CIDA regulations;
etc.
• Heritage Management: to prohibit the parking of vehicles at close proximity
of archaeologic features; to enforce a single ticket for the entire sacred area;
• Environment: to prohibit throwing garbage out of a trash bins; to sanction
inhabitants who deteriorate urban drains or canals.

Partnerships
Partnerships between two or more institutions make it possible to address certain
issues in a more comprehensive manner and in a way, that is better adapted to the
realities on the ground. This is the case, for example, of storm water and flood management, which cannot be thought of at the city level alone, but must take into
account a broader territorial reality. In the same way, international partnerships
can also enable the exchange of good practices and the pooling of skills, resources and means of organisations. Such partnerships should be explored especially in the field of archaeology, heritage and tourism to better preserve and
promote the Sacred Area.
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+
3
The Vision’s
Three
Strategic
Pillars

Develop a respectful tourist and pilgrim experience in
view of the site’s fragility
Birthplace of Buddhism in Sri Lanka, Anuradhapura is also the city of the
hydraulic civilization, rich of more than 2,500 years of combined natural and
cultural heritage that has spread widely throughout the country. Thus, Anuradhapura is not a city of clichés, it is a cultural landscape at the origin of the
foundations of the Sri Lankan civilization. This history is its richness and must
be transcended by showcasing its authenticity, recreating an Eden landscape
built on the intertwining of water, agriculture, sacredness and history.
A CULTURAL CITY 2+
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Make Anuradhapura the cultural hub of its Region
Anuradhapura,
Regional
Cultural
Center

The map below represents the different cultural, religious, and natural sites accessible from Anuradhapura that can be visited in one day. Anuradhapura region
offers indeed an impressive numbers of attractions and destinations, which shall
be enhanced. Some sites deserve particular efforts in terms of interpretation, like
Ritigala, Black Ponds, and Thanthirimale. Developing this network and tours
will place Anuradhapura at the centre, as a city where it is crucial to stay several
days.

Madhu

Mamaduwa Tank

Anuradhapura, a city at the centre of daily excursions to cultural
and natural sites

Padawiya Tank

Points of Interest:

Eramperiyakulama

Cultural value

Whalka Tank

Religious value
Natural value
Landscape value
Multiple values

Thantirimale

Towards a

CULTURAL
City

Catchment Area:
30 minutes by car from Anuradhapura

Doramadalawa
Wilpattu National Wildlife Park

60 minutes by car from Anuradhapura

Mahakanadarawa Tank

Protected Areas:

Mihintale
Anuradhapura

National Parks
Other protected areas

Thalaguru Temple

Nachchadoowa Tank
Kaudulla Tank
Nawagala Stupa

Rajanganaya Tank

Awkana Statue
Raswehera
Siyambalangamuwa Tank

Ritigala
Kalawewa
Dambula

Minneriya National Park
Minneriya Tank
Girithale Tank
Sigiriya

Polonnaruwa

Parakrama Samudraya
Data sources:
World Database on Protected Areas (UNEP)
OpenStreetMap (2017)
Elaborated by the Consultant
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Cultural, Religious and Natural places in Anuradhapura’s Region
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Framing a
Story around
Anadhapura’s
Unique
Features

Towards a

CULTURAL
City

Showcasing the Heritage as a way to preserve it
Preserving the fragile ancestral heritage of the ancient capital of Sri Lanka
The ruins of Anuradhapura are ones of the South Asia’s most evocative cultural
heritage. The complex contains a rich collection of archaeological and architectural wonders: huge stupas, soaring brick towers, palaces, royal gardens, ancient
pools, bridges, and temples, etc., built during Anuradhapura’s thousand years
of rule over Sri Lanka. Today, several part of the sites are still in use as Buddhist
holy places and temples, and the frequent (daily sometimes) ceremonies make
Anuradhapura a living heritage city.
With the inscription of the Sacred City on the World Heritage List in 1982,
its Outstanding Universal Value was recognized for the ensemble of its major
archaeological or architectural remains together with the religious/sacred significance of the site.
The scale of the ruins is huge, and the five main areas of interest are:
• Mahavihara, the spiritual centre of Anuradhapura (home to the Sri Maha
Bodhi);
• Abhayagiri Monastery (the most evocative part of the entire site, with several temples and stupas more than 2,000 years old, spread over a large and
forest area);
• Jetavanarama (a huge stupa and its museum);
• The Citadel, yet to be further investigated, a collection of structures, some of
them tentatively dating back to the most ancient times (1,000 BC).
• And the fifth one, Isurumuniya, located at the southernmost part of the site,
which presents a comprehensive understanding of the site in a relatively
compact area.
However, even if benefiting from “international protection”, the site is very
fragile and needs an upgrade of its management mechanism, developing on
“firm” foundations: the protection perimeters for the Nominated Property (excore zone) and for its Buffer Zone. Both need to be carefully (re)designed or
updated in order to become the reference for defining the Management System.

Disseminating of the information and knowledge
Dissemination of information is an integral tool for enhancing tourism experience. Trained and licensed tour guides, fully equipped information and interpretation centres, and good-quality signage play a vital role in this regard. At
present, a majority of international tourists are coming to Anuradhapura with
travel agencies, and with their own tour guides who accompany them during
their entire stay. Yet, a fair number of independent travelers now travel to the
sacred city on their own. When purchasing their entrance tickets, they need to
receive the necessary material (leaflet, tourist map or audio-guide…). In addition to that, tourist guides should be present at the visitor centre and main
entrances to the site..

Religious procession, testimony of the living Buddhist heritage of Anuradhapura (2017)

Diversifying the visitor experience by showcasing
heritage, landscape, water and agriculture.
One of the main challenges for Anuradhapura is to retain visitors and thus become a stopover city. This city is perfectly suitable to slow visits, in order to take
full advantage of the charm of the landscapes, and to daydream. The size of the
site (more than 10 km2) makes it possible to have a rich experience by enjoying
calm and picturesque landscapes, and discovering extraordinary monuments
such as archaeological vestiges, dagobas, bridges, and gardens, etc.
While this kind of visit and experience does not exclude the idea of creating
well-marked circuits, it nevertheless imposes a multiplication of possible paths
to avoid monotony and fatigue. The discovery network in the sacred area and,
more largely in the region, must include all aspects of the landscape: religious
sites, archaeological remains, paddy fields, and natural parks. It should respect
silence and meditation, important values of the site. Various religious, natural
and cultural tours are to be developed repositioning Anuradhapura in the center
of a region endowed with multiple attractions that can interest international and
national tourists, and pilgrims.

Poson festival, one of the world greastest Buddhist Festival (2017)
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Elevating
the Importance
of the
Hydraulic
Civilization

Towards a

CULTURAL

Anuradhapura was the first «hydrocracy» of the History;
this Heritage is a unique opportunity for its development
Enhancing the Hydraulic civilization
The rare and precious water, the pure water, and the water punctually in excess
are three major themes of the planet for which Anuradhapura can be an international reference (as, for example, the Nile for Egypt). All the gardens in the
world: English, Arabic, French, Moghol, and Chinese, have drawn a fantastic
spectacle from the water. Bringing the largest amount of water in fabulous, and
leading it in an extremely refined way to the river thanks to canals and gullies,
will be the guiding thread of the project, which will mobilize at the same time
know-how in drainage, irrigation, the art of gardens and cities, and mobility…
This unifying project will be thus anchored in the past and open to the future, as
this should be the cornerstone of the cultural vision of Anuradhapura.
This powerful, subtle and varied landscape with its water reservoirs is at Anuradhapura what the rock is at Sigiriya: history is revealed by nature.
This reconstruction of a natural and urban landscape, through the narrative of
water, must not simply be turned to the past. It must also highlight the bridges
between ancestral know-how and modern anthropocene issues. Increasingly
frequent droughts, the pollution of water that has become scarce, as well as the
adaptation to more intense rainfall are themes that give this project an exemplary dimension on which the tourism project must be based.
Bringing back water to the King’s Garden and showcasing it shall be a landmark
project for Anuradhapura. Putting the main tourism entrance to the south
end of the park and creating the World-Classe Interpretation Center are two
ways of enhancing this garden and providing visitors with an unforgettable
experience. The garden shall constitute a true open-air museum on the
Anuradhapura’s hy-draulic civilization.

Pontoon jetty in Angkor (Cambodia)

City

Bringing back water to the King’s Garden: a flagship project for Anuradhapura
View on Thisa Wewa, landmark of the glory past of Anuradhapura
the birthplace of dam-based irrigation
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Adapting
the Site to
the Uses of
the Pilgrims &
Tourists

Towards a

CULTURAL
City

Building a mutual respect and dialogue between the different site’s
visitors through the wide understanding of the religious and sacred
spirit of the places and the diffusion of humanistic values
Respecting the solemnity of the site
Approximately 20% of the properties inscribed on the World Heritage List contain
some sort of religious or spiritual connection, specific and significant spiritual meanings (criterion vi of the UNESCO Operational Guidelines). Moreover, according to
ICCROM, living religious heritage has characteristics that distinguish it from other
forms of heritage. The term “Sacred site” embraces areas of special spiritual significance to peoples and communities.
Along with the preservation of such fragile archaeological and natural site, the
challenge in Anuradhapura is to define appropriate measures to preserve the sacred
heritage of the eight sacred shrines and facilitate the pilgrimages around them; while
increasing the touristic attractiveness to international visitors through upgraded touristic facilities and services that will have to be integrated into the site through a
culturally and sensitive manner. Stakeholders’ engagement is a key success factor
of such ambition and will be made possible thanks to a strong involvement of the
Sacred Area Development Committee as a platform of discussion and exchange at
all stages of the project.
Sacred sites are the oldest protected areas of the planet, and have a vital importance
for safeguarding cultural and biological diversity for present and future generation. In
the long-term, Anuradhapura could associate to the Initiative on Heritage of Religious
Interest. This initiative intends to help to integrate a number of guiding principles for
PRI-SM (Properties of Religious Interest – Sustainable Management) into cultural policies at the local, national, regional and international levels so as to contribute to the
rapprochement of cultures and harmonious relations among peoples.

Reorganizing the Sacred City Entrances
Pilgrims and tourists arrive in the Sacred City by bus, train, van or private cars. The
first stop of any pilgrim is the Bodhi Tree followed by the visit of Ruwanweliseya,
Thuparamaya and other sacred shrines. Therefore, majority of the pilgrims will enter
the site via Sri Maha Bodhi Mawatha and therefore park at closest proximity of the
Bodhi Tree.
Concerning the tourists (especially the international tourists), they mainly arrive in
Anuradhapura coming from Habarana (Polonnaruwa) or Colombo if they are not
already staying in Anuradhapura hotel zone, located close to the Nuwara Wewa.
Thus, the touristic entrance to the sacred city is polarised on two locations : Bandaranayake Mawatha and Kurunegala Road, entering in the sacred area from the South
and with first stop at Isurumuniya temple, or from the north going first to Sri Maha
Bodhi.
Redeveloping the East/West access, which originates from the Nuwara Wewa reservoir promenade and extends to the Bodhi Tree, is a major objective of the vision.
This will involve the reshaping of the entrance to the site through an architectural
arrangement and public realm upgrading on the Sri Maha Bodhi Mawatha. It is thus
important to mark the entrance to such solemn place. This is also in keeping with
the history of the site where different entrances were erected during the time of the
capital.

The main entrance to the sacred city shall be located around the Visitor Centre. The
latter will be located on the current site of the Bandanarayake Museum. The whole
area will be integrated in one of the two urban regeneration areas, which will greatly
improve the quality of public spaces, traffic (including soft mobility) and services
available to visitors.
We propose also to transform the large concrete paved car park into a landscaped
area, except the nearest part of the building opposite the Bodhi Tree, which will be
used as car park during the festival periods.
Currently, Bandaranayake Mawatha does not benefit of any particular urban upgrading, although it is nevertheless a historical axis connecting the modern city with the
sacred city (see the 1949 development plan). It also connects the site to the airport
— currently underutilized, but which could provide privileged access for tourists in
the next two decades, according to air travel cost drop. Finally, it is on this axis that all
the city’s administrative buildings and facilities are located (schools, administration,
hospital, etc.), clearly showing the role of this avenue as a structuring urban boulevard of Anuradhapura.
Therefore, the redevelopment of Bandaranayake Mawatha aims to transform a road
punctuated by numerous roundabouts into a multipurpose public space leading from
Nuwara Wewa to Tissa Wewa and a major gate of the sacred city. Also, this historic
axis conceived in the 1949 plan as the boulevard housing public facilities requires
a lighter reshaping than Main Street to allow for gentle pathways in good conditions
between the hotel area (modern city) and the southern entrance of the sacred city.
This 3 km route will be punctuated by urban events such as the central square and
the passage through the rice fields before arriving at the new Interpretation/Visitor
Centre, marking the main entrance to the Sacred City for tourists.

Bandanarayake Museum, proposed place to be the Visitor Center
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Create a place where Anuradhapura’s unique History and
Heritage can be gathered and disseminated
Creating a Visitor Center...
The interpretation system of Anuradhapura Heritage site has to be completely reconceived. The system needs to “aggregate” and incorporate the knowledge acquired
from the discoveries of the last 20-year excavation campaigns all over the site (thousands of artefacts were found and are stored onsite). The aim of such a system is to
interpret, update and disseminate this knowledge via digital and concrete exhibitions
to allow the visitors to better understand the significance of the site.
The Visitors’/Interpretation Centre (VC) will integrate a full range of services (ticketing,
guides bureau, First aid, police, bookshop, bicycles, etc.) but also digital equipment
(headphones, dedicated App download, free wifi, permanent video presentation, etc.).
The VC must be easily recognized and differentiated from the other structures (new
project, light architecture, fusion, etc.). It will enable the visitors to acquire an overall
understanding of the site: history, geography, evolution, significance, universal value
as a WHS, etc. Ideally, the VC will present 3 different themes:
• Cultural: Ancient Sacred city (incl. kings and religious structures and gardens)
• Natural: a unique landscape shaped by water management / irrigation system
• Spiritual: interpretation (popularization) of Buddhism philosophy
• Depending on the final programme, it’s size would ideally range from 1,200 to
2,000 m2.

… At a strategic but constrainted location
The VC must be located at the starting point of the visit / heritage circuits.
Today, the only option is on Bandanarayake Museum plot, which is located along the
road to Sri Maha Bodhi. This privileged location allows a better connection with the
modern City. Yet, the proposed site is currently subject to severe flooding constraints. It
cannot therefore be developed as it stands and the technical studies will have to provide the necessary technical elements to make the site totally safe. Today the floods are
mainly due to the overflow of the spillway canal crossing the plot, this canal connecting the Nuwara Wewa reservoir to Malwatu Oya. Several measures will be taken to
eliminate the risk of flooding: construction of the Visitors Centre on an out-of-water
platform, cleaning and redevelopment of the spillway, cleaning of the Malwatu Oya,
improvement of drainage in the area.
The characteristics of this site is to give an overview of the larger Sacred area and of
the archaeological site (reservoir, religious buildings, sacred tree, gardens, etc.) in a
relatively small and very accessible area.
The VC is directly connected to the Modern City, and will therefore constitute the natural entry point to the sacred city. It also offers a very interesting starting point for the
bicycle rides with the possibility to ride West along the reservoirs and the paddy fields.
The VC might also incorporate an observation deck on its roof, in order to better apprehend the site dimensions (view to 2 or 3 stupas, to paddy fields, to the reservoirs,
etc.).

•
•

A better partnership approach and coordination among the stakeholders;
A fair distribution of funds raised for the protection and management of the
whole site;
• Planning guidelines and statutory control within the property and the buffer
zone.
A continuous Management Training Programme should be implemented for all the
staff of the different stakeholders involved in the management of the site: DOA, CCF,
AMC, etc.
Due to its complexity and its size, the site would highly benefit from a modern monitoring system including the latest digital technologies.

Searching for more international cooperation
The Management body should seek for a cooperation with dedicated UNESCO
Category II Centre in the Region (WHITRAP, etc.) and with other advisory bodies
(ICCROM, etc.)
It might also seek for a participation to the PRISM program launched by UNESCO in
2010, which emphasizes the important interlink between sacred (religious) sites and
the international visitors in a common sharing of the sacred areas.
Finally it should invite international experts to assess the results of the searches and
commonly prepare an updated interpretation of the site.

Stonehendge interpretation Center (England) The site hosts more than 1 million visitors per year

Positioning Anuradhapura as a benchmark for Cultural
Heritage management in Sri Lanka
Anuradhapura WHS should benefit from the revision of its current management plan
to reach a higher standard compared to the other Sri Lankan sites.
The Updated Management plan should build upon three main assets:
Lascaux interpretation Center (France), designed for up to 400 000 visitors per year
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Inventing
an Adapted
Mobility for the
Sacred City

The abolition of motorized traffic in the Sacred City is an objective that can be achieved gradually.
Mobility in the Sacred City is presently hampered by poor legibility for pedestrians,
cyclists and drivers. Wayfinding is not clear or consistent and pedestrian and cycle paths do not necessarily form a coherent network providing full connectivity
between the visitor and pilgrim attractions.
Parking is dispersed around the City in many locations. In busy periods, parking
spills over into areas where it is not authorised, or even illegal. During Poson, the
available parking cannot cope with the numbers of vehicles wishing to enter the
Sacred City. Large numbers of cars and buses in the heart of the City, and resultant
levels of emissions, can be intrusive and detrimental to the visitors experience.

Through a new mobility in coherence with the fragility
of the site

Towards a

CULTURAL
City

The vision for mobility in the Sacred City seeks to better manage access by private
vehicles, reducing vehicle movements around the city, and encouraging movement
on foot, by bicycle, and by bus. The objective is threefold:
• Increase silence to preserve the solemn character of the place
• Reduce air pollution and bad parking practices that can damage the heritage
features of the site
• to encourage modes of discovery more suited to what is discovered by immersion rather than a point-to-point visit
The key elements of the vision for mobility in the sacred area are:
• Improved signing based on a clearly defined road hierarchy, separating through
traffic from access traffic, and pedestrian and cyclists from vehicles;
• Creation of additional parking away from sensitive areas and the removal of
intrusive or unauthorised parking;
• Creation of a coherent network of pedestrian and cycle paths, brought up to an
appropriate standard for walking and cycling on;
• Provision of cycle hire facilities at the main access points to the City, such as the
main bus stops and car parks;
• Introduction of shuttle bus services operated by low-emissions vehicles, from
the Modern City, and within the Sacred City connecting the sites visited by pilgrims and tourists, and connecting the car parks to these sites;
• Promoting the use of energy-efficient tuk-tuks
As a first step, it is necessary to set up some peripheral car parks and at the same
time to eliminate all traffic on the secondary roads crossing the site. To make them
non-circulable, roads require reprocessing by reducing the width of the bitumen to
2.00m with stabilized soil widths. For the main East/West trunk roads crossing the
site, in particular Old Puttalam Road, a west entry road is required, but this is not a
priority action.

Creating circuits for pilgrims and tourists with means
of transport adapted to the size of the site.
Pilgrims and tourists generally travel on different circuits, even if these tours are punctuated by common stops that can be either religious in nature (such as the Bodhi
Tree or Ruwanwelisiya) or historical and recreational (such as the Twin Ponds, the
Kings’ Garden and the enigmatic Stargate).
Today the circuits followed by tourists and pilgrims are not clearly defined, other
than by the practice. Further, the treatment of the paths is generally not adapted to
their use, making them uncomfortable and even dangerous for their users. This is no-

tably the case with the bicycle route in King’s Garden and the path from Ruwanweliseya to Thuparamaya. Thus, it is important to propose tours adapted to pilgrims on
the one hand and to tourists on the other hand. People will preferably be able to
walk or cycle these tours, or will use shuttle buses for the elderly, disabled, and those
unwilling to walk or cycle.
Three main circuits within the sacred city have been identified. The mobility strategy
aims to provide pilgrims and tourists with a choice of modes to do these circuits
other than by car. Therefore it is necessary to develop at least 3 circuits in the sacred
city:
• One pedestrian pilgrimage circuit, with connections to car parks and bus stops,
which will also be used by tourists for observing sacred rituals;
• One pilgrim and tourist circuit by shuttle bus, which will connect the 8 sacred
shrines and will be connected to the multimodal hubs of the modern city[RG2.
This circuit may also be made on foot or by bicycle, or by a mix of modes – for
example walking or cycling for part, and using the shuttle bus for part. The circuit will be accessible from the car parks and bus stops for services from outside
the city;
• One tourist pedestrian and cycle[RG3] circuit, which highlights the cultural
and landscape “grandeur” of the site, notably the majesty of the water omnipresence, and linking with the tourist and hotel areas of the modern city.
The network of pedestrian and cycle routes will, of course, present the opportunities for visitors to follow other circuits, customised to their particular interests or
circumstances.

Stonhenge, before and after
trafic clearance in the UNESCO Site; the access is now
only possible by foot, which
contributes to the quality of the
tourist experience
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Improving
Landscaping,
Signage and
Amenities in the
Sacred City

The quality of the amenities and facilities in the Sacred City must
be designed according to the site’s value.
Upgrading parking lots on the
outskirts of monuments to limit
their visual impact
The progressive traffic ban on the site requires that
parking areas on the outskirts of the sacred city be
upgraded. They will be treated “naturally” through:
• Stabilized type porous floor materials,
• Reinforcement of plantations on and around the
parking lot,
• closing with water ditches as part of the strategy
to valorize water as a structuring element of the
landscape.

Visual Identity/Signage

Towards a

The Information System is to be completely rethought
and reshaped in order to allow a clear and immediate
identification of the ensemble of the signage components. Indication panels, signs, elements of architecture, museums or interpretation centres’ indications,
urban furniture and landscaping elements, etc. must
be redesigned according to a commun graphic charter and visual identity: size, typography, colors, logos,
etc.

Lighting
A landscape/lighting project is necessary to lower the
impact of the lighting system on site. It will notably
aim at homogenising, improving or hiding the existing lighting posts, but also at implementing a new
project, with the most recent techniques, to reach a
sustainable and non-disturbing system. For example,
discrete waypoints with lighting spots that do not exceed 1 meter-height will be installed on some of the
main routes used by pilgrims and tourists.

Amenities
The three new groups of toilets don’t match the visitors’ needs. An additional dozen toilets coupled with
parking areas should be installed discreetly. These
toilets will be equipped with drinking water points
and a sink.

CULTURAL
City

Landscaped Car park, hidden in the forest
(Sigiriya Sri Lanka)

Strong and simple urban furniture
Public park in Berlin (Germany)

Central Park Tourist map including paths, facilities and
activities(New-York USA)
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The modern city must fully benefit from the attractiveness of the Sacred City
but also become a driving force for the development of the whole territory.
Anuradhapura has always been ahead of its time in terms of urban planning.
Testimonies, indeed, attest that the ancient city (designated as the citadel) was
a planned city. Furthermore, Anuradhapura’s builders have made ingenious use
of the special relationship between the city and its natural environment: it is
the first city to be built around hydraulic infrastructures, integrating agriculture
within its urban structure. In 1949, Anuradhapura became the first planned city
in South Asia, and the first garden city to offer a relaxing and pleasant living

environment for all its inhabitants. Tomorrow, Anuradhapura will preserve and
strengthen the liveable character of the city while providing its inhabitants with
easy access to the most advanced technologies and services. The city’s quality of
life will make Anuradhapura increasingly attractive on the regional scale, thus
more and more people will settle there. Anuradhapura will also strengthen its
position nationally as Sri Lanka’s first green & innovative city, and internationally
as a prime destination for cultural, religious and natural tourism.
A LIVABLE CITY 1+

Transformation of Main street
(Traffic reduction and public space improvement)
Construction of the road bypass
Urban Regeneration Area
High quality public multimodal transport hub
New public square development
Regeneration of underutilized land
Abaya Wewa
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Improving
Mobility
into the
Modern City
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Anuradhapura sustainable mobility options for all users: reducing the
impact of motorized travel while maintaining the accessibility of the city.

Improving urban quality through a more efficient
traffic management
The existing situation is characterized by high traffic levels – comprising through
movements and access traffic - on the main thoroughfare through the center of
the city, Maithripala Senanayaka Mawatha. The impact of this traffic is compounded by the frequent maneuvering into and out of the parking spaces that
line both sides of the road. The result is the creation of a low quality environment on what is the city center’s main street, congestion, conflicts between pedestrians and moving/parking vehicles, and poor air quality.
Improving urban quality means creating the opportunities to recalibrate the uses
in public spaces. To do this a traffic and parking plan is needed that balances the
uses of the public domain, the treatment of the roads in providing access to activity and property, private spaces between pavements and buildings, the place
of trees, the treatment of pedestrian paths, etc., Also, drainage can play a major
role in this regeneration process as it is a good opportunity to better delimit the
different types of spaces, particularly the limits of public and private spaces.
The aim of the plan is not to have neat streets where everything is drawn to the
centimeter, but rather to create multi-purpose places and a mixed-development
urban landscape.
The vision for traffic management in the Modern City addresses this situation in
order to deliver the quality of environment that befits a city of Anuradhapura’s
cultural and economic significance. This requires and ambitious traffic management plan, integrated with an equally ambitions parking plan, and the plan for
developing pedestrian and cycle routes. This will involve:
• Removing through traffic from the city center through traffic management
and improving alternative routes
• Reducing the impact of parking and servicing
• Redistributing space between vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists and street activity, including on the routes between the Modern City and the Sacred City
• ‘Calming’ the remaining traffic and increasing the opportunities for pedestrians to cross and re-cross in safety
This change in the design of mobility is assisted in Anuradhapura by the size of
the city and its network of well-meshed streets. This traffic plan can therefore be
approached with great ambition in order to become a model of mobility for the
whole country.

center and Old Bus Station in the north. However, the potential benefits from
these facilities are diluted by their poor integration, bus and rail stations being
some distance apart; the low standard of the infrastructure at the bus stations,
including passenger waiting areas; and poor layouts, including the absence of
pedestrian access segregated from vehicles.
Key to the development of a modern integrated public transport system is the
creation of modern, well organized multi-modal public transport hubs, accessible on foot and by bicycle and bringing together bus and rail services, Park
and Ride, and three wheelers and taxis. It is anticipated that one will developed
around the currently partially completed New Bus Station, which will include a
relocated New Railway Station, and the other, potentially, adjacent to the Main
Railway Station. In conjunction with the development of the southern hub, train
services at the New Railway Station should be increased.
Other elements include enhancements to bus services in the urban area, such
that all parts of the city are within walking distance of a regular bus service, and
improvements to bus stop infrastructure to provide a better waiting environment
for passengers.

Dedidacated cycles lane in Beijin (China)

Improving the entrance to the city through an integrated public transport system
Travel to and within Anuradhapura by public transport is currently hampered
by the fragmentation of public transport facilities and the poor connections
between them.
The city has two railway stations, one serving the south of the city (the New
Railway Station) and one to the north (the Main or Old Railway Station), also
serving the sacred City. It also has three bus stations - one for long distance services and two for provincial services, the New Bus Station in the south of the city

Natural air-conditionned street (Honk-Kong)
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Any city, regardless of its size, needs a
«central street» that stands out for its urban quality, the intensity of its commercial life, and as a place for holding major
events. Anuradhapura is fortunate enough
to have a central north/south axis running
through the entire modern city and bringing together the main service poles. The
redevelopment of this axis could follow
the following objectives:
• Reduce pollution by reducing the
amount of moving traffic and parking
• Control where parking is allowed, and
regulate how it is used to give priority
to specific ‘priority users such as the
disabled, short-stay shoppers and deliveries
• Provide off-street car parks in locations convenient for shoppers and visitors;
• Use the drainage project to separate
traffic and parking from the area reserved for pedestrians, bicycles, commercial activities, and planting.
• Create a multi-purpose covered gallery to increase the comfort of the street
• Create safe crossing opportunities for
pedestrians along the length of the
street, and in particular at places of
high activity such as adjacent to the
market.
• Provide safe crossing for pedestrians
on Maithripala Senanayake Mawatha
adjacent to the market
The area around the Market Junction is
one of the busiest for pedestrian activity,
but also for traffic movements. With the
reduction in traffic flows here, which is
a central aim of the vision for Maithripala Senanayake Mawatha, the layout of the
road at this location can be reimagined to
give pedestrians higher priority with the
creation of more space for them and provision of safe, at-grade crossing facilities.
(see next page for 3D image of Main Street
rehabilitation).

PUBLIC/PRIVATE LIMIT

Upgrading the public realm
on the Main Street

PUBLIC/PRIVATE LIMIT

Promoting
Soft Mobility
in the
Modern City

The City’s streets are not only for motorized mobility but
SECTION ON MAIN STREET
Scale 1:100
shall also be public spaces
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Main Street’s cross-section after rehabilitation

Favouring soft modes of transport on the
main roads to improve the daily life of the
population
The city lacks quality soft mobility infrastructure, apart from recent efforts to develop the banks of reservoirs.
Away from the main roads the city is a network of undifferentiated streets that are difficult to walk or cycle along. While this
characteristic is not specific to Anuradhapura, it is nevertheless
the source of discomfort strongly relayed by public opinion. The
road is the living room of the people says a proverb. This reality
in tropical climates has been largely neglected with the increasing invasiveness of motorized vehicles. In parallel with the garden-city, the modernization project of the modern city must, in
all areas, devote itself to transforming roads into walkable streets.
Motorized mobility is growing at the expense of active modes.
However, given the short distances, walking, cycling and three

wheelers are still the simplest, most efficient and least cumbersome modes of travel. But these modes of travel are becoming
increasingly unpleasant because of the congestion, disorganized
parking and ad hoc developments. The creation of shaded paths
with protection against rain is an important element to be integrated in the development of the city. To begin this dynamic of
improved public realm we need to create a model, a reference;
the redevelopment of Main Street can become the ideal showcase of this ambition.

Creating a central location at the junction of
Main Street with Bandaranaike Mawatha
The intersection of Main Street with Bandaranaike Mawatha,
where it is planned to build a new city hall, is located in the
center of Anuradhapura. The visibility of stores selling regional
products and the banks will be reinforced as the crossing will be
requalified.
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Main Street : the heart of the Modern City
Revitalizing
Main Street

The picture below shows how Main Street could
look like after the Project. The picture opposite
shows the same street view before intervention.
The objective would be to make Main Street as a
shared public space, used by people according to
their needs and customs. Although, this street shall
remain a road used by vehicles, it should become
pedestrian and cyclist friendly.
Main Street today (2017)

Towards a

LIVABLE
City

Main Street tomorrow (2037?)
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Regenerating
the City
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Driving Anuradhapura’s urban regeneration towards an idea of
compact, dense and efficient city that solutions tomorrow’s
energy and social inclusion ambitions and challenges.
Densifying underutilized or abandoned land
Currently, the city is losing its inhabitants due to an increasing urban sprawl
at the peripheric areas of the AMC boundaries. This has a negative impact on
the environment, as it destroyed natural and agricultural areas. It also has a
strong economic cost as it requires to develop basic public infrastructures up
to these areas. Thus, the densification of the urban fabric of Anuradhapura must
be the main mode of extension of the city. Yet, the current height limit of 20
meters, which corresponds to the height of the vegetation cover. Exceeding this
construction ceiling must not be totally prohibited, but should be an exception.
The development of a new centrality at the intersection of the main axes of the
modern city could be one of these exemptions if the programme requires so.
Anuradhapura’s design, inspired by the garden cities, offers great land flexibility.
This concerns both large public and parapublic plots as well as private lands.
A development company duly mandated to act on acquisitions, rehabilitations
and improvements would be an excellent tool to get out of the current situation on a case-by-case basis. Experience has shown that regulation alone is
powerless to accompany and speed up such a process.

Old Dutch Hospital in Colombo, an exemple of succesfull Heritage building
rehabilitation and urban regeneration

Improving public spaces and leisure areas
The redevelopment of the reservoirs’ banks and the market by UDA demonstrates the importance given by local stakeholders to the creation of public recreational areas accessible to all the citizens. As a garden city, Anuradhapura
is filled with urban parks, natural areas, children’s playgrounds and other open
spaces that are formally exploited by government institutions, in particular by
AMC and UDA. Such lands can be leveraged for future development of public
realm by applying possible urban interventions to improve their present status
and transform them as relaxing and leisured urban spaces for public use. The future City Development Plan 2017-2027 will carefully and exhaustively identify
all these areas and will apply strict rules to ensure their development orientations. Pending their development, these zones can be used as parks and/or car
parks (without soil sealing).
The Senenayake Warehouses should also be considered for regeneration. Those
former warehouses, used in the past to store agricultural products such as rice,
are currently left abandoned. Yet, their offer an incredible setting for restaurants
and shops, frequenting both by the local population and visitors.

Lac Side

Railway Station
Pole
Bandarayake
Museum

Railway
warehouses

Help green
park

Lac Side

New Bus
Station

Underutilized Lands and
urban regeneration opportunities
Land opportunities for urban regeneration

0

Railway warehouses today, a opportunity for City regeneration and economic development

1km
Sources : SCDP, consutant’s surveys

Underutilized Lands and Urban Regeneration opportunities
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Improving
the Touristic
Offer

Harnessing tourism as a critical and crucial catalyst in accelerating the pace of Anuradhapura’s socio-economic development.
Fostering local economy through tourism
Developing cultural tourism in Anuradhapura aims at improving the quality of
the local communities and socially and economically empowering them, opening up new sources of revenues. In order to achieve this goal, local communities shall be able to engage in tourism-related activities that will not only
generate financial benefits, but also allow them and the tourists to share their
knowledge and experience to enrich each other’s understanding of the world
and humanity.

Developing a hospitality offer adapted to the requirements of international class tourism

Towards a

LIVABLE
City

It is expected to exceed the expectations of visitors including Pilgrims, local and
foreign visitors.
Pilgrims – The objective is to reach the pilgrims site without any hassle and
spend a night at a clean and calm place, where accommodation and meals
are offered free or at a minimal price. All these places should be pollution-free
and comply with a good sanitation level. All municipal councils attribute certificates for excellence and grading hospitality institutions or units according
to the criteria of accepted level of sanitation and quality of food offered to the
customers. It is recommended that AMC would follow the same, in respect of
all food stalls, restaurants, refectories and pilgrim rests both in the Sacred and
Modern cities, even if it is free of charge to the pilgrims.
Local and foreign visitors - During their stay, local and foreign visitors go to
hotels or guest houses, as well as restaurants.
Majority of the local visitors, and a lesser number of international tourists, choose
lower-standard accommodation units, while majority of the latter choose graded
and ungraded hotels and restaurants.
All visitors expect an unforgettable experience, and Anuradhapura should therefore develop an integrated offer, adapted to their requirements:
• Availability of a range of accommodation units which suits to the visitors’
budget
• Eye catching ambience
• Clean and pollution free environment
• Sanitation
• Authentic signature experience of the Sri Lankan cuisine
• International food according to the expected standards
• High level services’ standards
• Availability of digital communication facilities
• All hospitality service providers fall in line with the National Tourist Organization’s ( SLTDA) criterion in order to streamline and recognize the product
standards.
Specific areas in the modern city shall be identified as hubs to be developed
with various oreas of restaurants & shops dedicated to tourists, like it has been
successfully implemented in Colombo Fort and Galle Fort.

Handicrafts shop in Vietnam (Hoi An), a good way to attract tourists and generate
incomes for the population

Tourist map of Medieval City of Carcassonne (France), including activities and sites of
interest - Such a map could be elaborate for Anuradhapura and contribute to enhance
and facilitate the tourist experience and visits
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Develop a tourism economy that directly benefits the local
population and enhances local production.
Dissemination of information - Encouraging vocational trainings for local population
Trained and licensed tour guides should be present at the major entry points
of the city and at the Visitor/Interpretation Centre and at its secondary points
(museums…). Education and training to unemployed youth to become better informed tour guides should be emphasized. Those vocational training should aim
at increasing their language skills, and knowledge about Anuradhapura’s history,
archaeology and art. It is recommended for them to be organised as ‘companies’
or ‘trade associations’ or ‘co-operative societies’ to provide services in order to
minimize or mitigate competition and conflicts among them.
Steps should be taken to mitigate risk of delinquency by training more tourist
guides and conducting public awareness programmes on the costs/benefits of
tourism. The sign boards indicating the way to reach all the sites within the
city, describing the site in a professional manner and hoardings presenting the
nearby tourist attractions away from the city would be very useful to create an
impressive image of the city among the travellers. The end result of dissemination of information would be to showcase the ancient glory and glamour of
Anuradhapura.

gamai, pansala‘ (a tank, a stupa a village, a temple). It is anticipated that all
the treatment centers should fall in line with criteria of the Sri Lanka Ayurveda
Corporation and the SLTDA. However all other informal, so called “traditional
massage parlours“ should not be officially recognized and encouraged. It is
therefore important that those places are stringetly regulated.

Developing local Craftsmanship
Local government agencies shall identify local crafts and establish training centers where unemployed women and men can learn or develop crafts skills. The
first step of such exercise will be to first assess capacity and organisation of the
existing craft center located at the Police roundabout. Those training centers will
empower communities, in particular the most disadvantaged ones, so that they
can have their own, independent, and self-managed craft production workshops
to produce craft items for the tourism market. They can also own their souvenir
shops to sell their craft products and generate income.

The Night Market in Luang-Prabang (Laos), an example of valorization of local craft thanks to
tourism development

Promoting Indigenous medicine
Ayurvedic medicine is emblematic of the ancestral practices in Sri Lanka and
remains practiced until now. It is one of the world’s oldest medical system. Ayurveda has become a popular activity among visitors as an alternative medicinal
treatment in Sri Lanka, which does not have side effects, and instead propose to
connect mind and body. Apart from a few hotels in Anuradhapura offering such
therapies, only a few centres are to be seen in the city.
However, promoting such medicine can generate revenues. Families that are
practicing Ayurvedic medicine shall be supported in order to improve the quality of their local clinics and thus welcome tourists who are interested in receiving Ayurvedic experiences.
Therefore, Ayurveda treatment is a good opportunity to promote Anuradhapura
as a destination with diversified activities, which attract tourists to stay longer
in Anuradhapura.
As envisioned in the Regional Plan, the North Central Province, and Anuradhapura in particular, should become a hotspot for Ayurvedic medicine and
tourism. It is recommended that fully fledged authentic Ayurvedic treatment
centres should be established with a staged theme under the ancient concept
of the ‘Wev bandi rajje‘ (the kingdom of reservoirs) and the ‘Wevai, dagabai,

Sigirya paintings: ayurvedic medicine, an ancient knowledge to be promoted
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Nature should not only be considered as an ornament but as the
cornerstone of Anuradhapura’s development

a garden city covered with a thick canopy that protects it.

Anuradhapura is a natural and garden city. Only few structures such as telephone relays and some public buildings emerge from the canopy. The nature
is generous and powerful; it covers the city with a large sunshade, protecting it
from heat, strong winds, erosion and so on. A main monument of the city is the

surrounding natural landscape and this generous vegetation is maintained by its
sap: water. This nature is one of the main components that makes Anuradhapura
a livable city for all its inhabitants and this should be preserved by all means.

A NATURAL CITY 3+
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Reinforcing
the Green Belt
and Buffer
Zone

Protecting the green belt and the buffer zone
so it protects the City
Trees, like water, are essential elements of Anuradhapura’s heritage. They
should be viewed both as subjects (by identifying exceptional trees for
example) and as a population that plays an essential role in the preservation of a comfortable microclimate.
The vegetation cover is also a factor of unity between the three entities of
the site. It therefore deserves to be protected in densification and densified areas. Conversely, some parts of the sacred city need to be clarified
in order to simplify the reading of the site.

Strengthening the transition zone between the
sacred city and the modern city

Towards a

NATURAL

Agriculture is an integral part of Anuradhapura’s landscape. It plays an
important role in the relationship between the modern city and the sacred
city by interfering and creating a buffer zone between the two. This buffer
zone is negatively affected by urban activities and infrastructures. It thus
needs to be identified, reinforced and protected. Paddy fields are functional and aesthetic elements that constitute an extremely structured landscape. Agriculture will therefore have to be promoted as an economic and
spatial project. Agricultural areas are crossed both by the Malwathu River
and the Halpan Ela irrigation canal, which runs parallel to the river. The
river requires maintenance and enhancement works to restore its position
as an outlet for the entire rural and urban hydraulic system. Repeated
flooding events necessitate remediation, treatment of wooded areas and
probably the resumption of engineering structures. This is an opportunity
to turn it into the backbone of the NATURE project.
In addition to its agricultural function, the buffer zone shall preserve the
site while complying with UNESCO’s standards for World Heritage Sites.
The City Development plan will determine specific restrictions upon resource use or special development measures applicable to such zone.

The remarkable trees, part of Anuradhapura’s heritage (2017)

Strengthening agriculture and natural zones at
the periphery of the city
In addition to «encircling» the city to contain urban sprawl and densify inner
parts of the city, the green belt around the AMC tends instead to promote harmonious urban development that protects natural environments, contributes
to the quality of life of citizens, and enhances the region’s attractiveness and
its natural features. It also preserves the ecosystems that contribute to the
good management of the city, such as flood prevention, carbon sequestration or food security. It is also part of Anuradhapura’s millennial history of
intertwined relationship between the city and nature. This promixity to nature will also improve citizens’ quality of life and health, and will attract
international visitors, which can rarely experience such natural presence in
an urban set-up.

City

View of the green belt / buffer zone from the north of Sacred City / A sensitive natural area to be protected (2017)
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Reinforcing
the Character
of
«Garden City»

Reinventing the Garden-City to make the city of tomorrow
Increasing and enhancing green cover to reinforce the character of «Garden City»
One of the risks linked to unplanned and anarchic densification of the
modern city is the deterioration its micro-climate by reducing the vegetation cover which contributes to its charm. Since the preservation and
protection of vegetation cover is difficult to implement on private lands,
it is necessary to reinforce its presence on public lands and in particular
along roadsides. At the same time, a survey of ‘remarkable trees‘ must be
carried out (some of which are truly living monuments) and conservation
measures must be incorporated into urban planning documents. Lastly,
existing public parks should be cleaned and maintained, and additional
ones should be created, to become real places for people to meet and
enjoy their city.

irrigation canals, and so on. These roads entirely dedicated to active modes
will be developed with the dual objective of promoting a soft mode of travel
and offering paths that facilitate the maintenance of natural landscapes. Any
development will focus on strengthening the vegetation cover to create shade.
The bicycle is also a strong indicator of a respectful development mode and
reinforces the image of the garden city.

Developing a network of cycle paths that showcases hydraulic engineering

Towards a

Anuradhapura is a flat city with distances to travel according to circuits
varying from 2 to 10 km. If it is too long for walking, it becomes ideal for
cycling. Cycling is a rather slow travel mode that allows visitors to really
experience the site. In order to make this truly attractive, it is necessary
to offer a real network of cycle paths. This network shall cover both the
modern city and the historic city. Using water as a guideline, the project
proposes to develop dedicated lanes along reservoir dikes, weirs, rivers,

Lake side promenade recently renovated and appropriated by the population

NATURAL
City

Proposed development of pedestrian and cyclist path along the railway - south of the existing rail Station
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Improving drainage and sanitation as the top priority for inhabitants
Improving
Drainage and
Sanitation
Network

Improving stormwater harvesting system
The current floods in the city have impacts on economy, safety, mobility and health. Proper stormwater management would therefore reduce the associated risks.
Today, Anuradhapura’s vulnerability to rainfall problems is threefold:
Existing networks are poorly maintained and crossed by various obstacles (waste,
vegeta-tion...):
• Overall incoherence of the unmanaged network. Drains are positioned in response
to lo-cal problems, and are not part of a city-scale strategy. This leads to overall
mismanagement and multiple discontinuities;
• Disrespect of local residents for the location of ditches. Many constructions are
found to encroach on networks and create obstacles to the proper flow of water.
In addition to the identified issues, the improvements and recommendations will be
based on the exploitation of the existing ponds in urban areas. They can indeed be used
to buffer excess water. Additional sections to the existing drainage network will also be
added. Their implementations will achieve overall coherence of the network and
continuity of flows.

Developing a wastewater collection and treatment system

Towards a

NATURAL
City

There are several elements to consider regarding wastewater management. First, the
exis-ting facilities are rudimentary and do not collect and treat the entire city’s
wastewaters. This firstly concerns private-sector activities such as restaurants, hotels,
trades etc. Moreo-ver, the water treatment by the treatment plant is limited to a liquid/
solid separation before the «treated» water is discharged into the natural water bodies
(mostly the Malawathu River) via an old irrigation canal. The population does not
have access to a collective sanitation system (collection and treatment). In concrete
terms, multiple discharges of wastewater are currently occurring in the natural
environment. Most of the inhabitants are indeed equiped with non-collective sanitation
system (septic tanks).
Therefore, having a collective network prevents health risks and pollution and shall
even-tually be implemented. Thanks to such network, wastewater is indeed completely
collec-ted and treated at one single point. This becomes thus easier to monitor the
collection, abatement of pollution, and existing problems on the network, etc. The
establishment of a wastewater network and a treatment plant adapted to the scale of
the city will provide a complete solution to the wastewater problem currently facing
Anuradhapura. Yet, its implementation will raise some questions (in particular on the
location of the treatment plant) and it requires a high level of maintenance and
monitoring.

Improving the management of households’ & pilgrims’
wastes for a healthier environment
While efforts have been made on waste treatment, some remaining issues shall
be addressed. The landfill, as well as the transfer centre do not yet comply with safety
and health standards. The composting center is overall well-managed, with good
human re-sources. Yet, leachate management is not properly functioning and needs to
be improved in order to limit surface pollution.
Furthermore, waste collection remains a major problem in Anuradhapura, both in
the modern and sacred cities. Although SCDP has recently supplied the AMC with six
garbage trucks to strengthen its waste collection capacity, it is crucial to develop a
comprehen-sive and integrated collection system that will routinely deliver the waste
generated by the inhabitants, pilgrims and tourists to the waste treatment plant. Waste
segregation will be done through source separation. Composting and recycling shall
be mandatory and coordinated with local organisations and cooperatives while
appropriate treatment of the ultimate waste will be managed directly at the treatment
plant.

Semi-temporary toilets under construction in the Sacred Area for Poson festival (2017)
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Vision
Statement
&
Conceptual
Urban
Plan

Rooted in a Unique Heritage, an Innovative,
Inclusive, Green and Attractive City:
Anuradhapura, the Cultural Capital of Sri Lanka

Vision
Statement

Vocabulary

The Stupa, Symbol of Anuradhapura

Rooted: Based on its values and its history.
Unique: Anuradhapura is a specific territory, heart of a 2,500 yearold great civilization, i.e. the first « hydraulic civilization ». The development of this territory must acknowledge its functioning and its
characteristics.
Heritage: It refers to all kind of heritage, including Architecture, irrigation, religion, all material and non-material heritage.
Innovative: It refers to use of the new technologies to improve the
quality of life and the visitors’ experience.
Inclusive: Anuradhapura’s development aims to include all its inhabitants and visitors, regardless of age, sex, citizenship or religion.
Green: It includes a carbon-free and pollution-free city and the preservation of urban environment. The environment is therefore considered
as a key asset of Anuradhapura’s development.
Attractive: Anuradhapura aims to attract tourists from all over the
world, to better welcome pilgrims and offer jobs opportunities for its
inhabitants.
Anuradhapura: it is both the « New town » of Anuradhapura, the Sacred City and the region of Anuradhapura.
Cultural Capital of Sri-Lanka: Anuradhapura aims to become the city
of excellence in terms of culture : heritage management, water management, tourist management.

The Stupa is Anuradhapura’s symbol as a witness to the city unique
and glorious past. Pointing to the sky, it represents both the future and
the innovative city. Its impressive architecture withstands the test of
time, rooted in the soil and its values.

The Four Colors
The blue color symbolizes the water, which shaped the city since it
was founded 2,500 years ago. Water, today, remains one of the most
attractive features of the city.
The yellow color stands for both the city’s intangible and built heritage, legacy as one of the greatest civilizations, which bring together
religion, architecture and hydraulic engineering.
The green color represents the nature, one of the defining features of
the city, but also the garden city, as it was planned in the 20th century.
The purple colour stands for the modern city, which represents the
vibrant, dynamic and innovative urban centre.
The three languages are symbols of the city’s openness and multiplicity.

The Three Squares
The three squares refer the three strategic pillars on which the future
of Anuradhapura is to be built.

Proposed Logo to symbolize the City of Anuradhapura in its multiplicity
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Today, Anuradhapura can be qualified as a sleeping, vulnerable and under-valued
city. This current situation is resulting from several challenges that the city will have
to face and address in the future, namely:
• Enhancing the heritage;
• Improving pilgrimages’ management;
• Enhancing tourism attractiveness;
• Improving urban management;
• Improving mobility management;
• Preserving the natural environment;
• Mitigating natural hazards;
• Strengthening local economy.
In order to address those challenges, it is important to elaborate a strategy and to
create coherency in the coming development’s activities. The present plan proposes
to based this strategy on a three-pronged approach:
• To make Anuradhapura a Cultural City: this involves preserving the heritage and
enhancing it, re-organizing the site’s management, disseminating knowledge,
and attracting a large range of visitors
• To make Anuradhapura a Livable City: this means improving mobility, developing soft mobility, increasing the city’s legibility and centrality, regenerating
underused areas, and improving public spaces.

YEAR 2017

CHALLENGES

ORIENTATIONS

•

To make Anuradhapura a Natural City: this implies preserving and enhancing
the nature and its resources, improving flood mitigation, storm-water and waste
management, and showcasing the water and the nature.
To achieve such strategies, stakeholders and decision-makers have several tools,
as part of this consultancy projects. Those tools are then declined into concrete
actions, i.e. projects, such as creating a world-class interpretation center, creating
a site management unit, bringing back water in the King’s garden or creating sewerage system.
The outcomes of those actions and investments will be multiple, as they shall
address transversal aspects of the city. The present Vision’s outcomes shall be:
• Anuradhapura will be back to the map, meaning that will be a must-see destination
• Anuradhapura will offer job opportunity and a dynamic local economy
• Local know-how will be enhanced
• Access to services will be highly improved
• The environment will be protected and the city sustainable
• The city will be innovative and well-managed
As stated in the vision, in 2035, Anuradhapura shall be recognized as the Cultural
Capital of Sri Lanka.

TOOLS

PROJECTS

OUTCOMES

YEAR 2037
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This plan reflects Anuradhapura’s ambition for the future,
based on a twofold observation: (i) the city has an exceptional potential that is nowadays largely undervalued and (ii) it
could be marginalized from tourism circuits in the coming
years. In a nutshell, the heritage suffers from inadequate
protection and maintenance, the modern city is deteriorating and tourism is barely developing.
The destiny of this two thousand year-old city is rooted in its
culture. Anuradhapura brings together a unique religious,
architectural, agronomic, urban and natural heritage. This
heritage must be considered not only as a legacy of the past
but also as the foundation for its future development.
This Plan proposes a triple ambition: a more cultural city, a
more livable city, and a more natural city.
More cultural, in order to preserve and promote the local
culture: religion, history, architecture, traditions, medicine,

and handicrafts. The development and beautification of the
Sacred City will be at the heart of this ambition.
More livable, in order to improve the living conditions of
the inhabitants and increase their economic opportunities.
The renovation of the drainage network and the city redevelopment of the city will be at the heart of this ambition.
More natural, in order to preserve the natural heritage
that protects the city itself, increases its resilience and also
constitutes a unique resource. Reinventing the garden city,
preserving the natural buffer zone, and developing soft mobility will be at the heart of this ambition.
The plan proposes to reorganize the territory to make it
more coherent and to valorize the city’s assets:
• Creation of a «cultural gate» to the south end of the
Sacred City marked by an interpretation center and redevelopment of King’s Garden,

•

Creation of a «pilgrim gate» linked directly to Sri Maha
Bodhi, with the creation of a pilgrims’ center in the
current Bandanarayake Museum,
• Closure of the sacred city to motorized vehicles and
creation of a circular shuttle bus;
• Re-qualification of Main Street;
• Reorganization of the mobility, with the creation of a
dense network of soft links, reorganization of road traffic and development of multi-modal hubs;
• Protection of the buffer zone and the green belt, development of the Malwatu River and reservoirs’ banks.
This ambition is realistic, only if all the national and local
stakeholders support it. Achieving this project is their responsibility.

ANURADHAPURA 3+
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2037,
Anuradhapura,
the cultural
capital of
Sri lanka

TARGETS

ANURADHAPURA
IN 2037

10% of the total number of international tourists to Sri Lanka
shall spend at least one day in
Anuradhapura 80% of them
shall stay at least one night
and 20% shall stay at least two
nights.
Implementation of one-single
ticket system
25% of jobs shall be related to
tourism

Multiple outcomes are expected to happen as a
result of the vision statement and conceptual urban plan, namely: (i) Anuradhapura will be back
to the Map meaning that the city will regain its
former place and attraction both at the national
and international level, (ii) economic development and job opportunities, mainly thanks to the
tourism sector development, (iii) local know-how
will be enhanced, (iv) access to services will be
improved, (v) the environmental will be sustainable, in a sense that the city will be able to face
climate hazards, (vi) the city will be better-managed, and (vii) access to Anuradhapura and within its different territories will be improved.
In order to achieve these results, it is important to
translate them into concrete, ambitious but feasible objectives. These objectives will serve as a
roadmap and means of evaluating the city’s development.
Anuradhapura, in the map as a major destination
The first result of this vision shall be to put back
Anuradhapura to the Map. This means to make
the city attractive again and renown, in particular at the international level. In this way, Anuradhapura would become an essential city for
all those interested in Sri Lanka, its culture and
history.
Tourism plays an essential role in this and therefore it is important that Anuradhapura becomes
an attractive centre for sustainable tourism.

75% of those tourism-related
jobs shall be filled by people
from Anuradhapura’s region.

Economic development and Job Opportunity
Making Anuradhapura a more attractive and innovative city will strengthen economic development
and increase job opportunities in all economic
sectors, and in particular tourism sector, i.e. hotels, recreational activities, restaurants. Modern
and organic agriculture should also be promoted
in the future.

5 partnerships shall exist with
national and international universities, foundations and museums

Enhancement of local know-how

Archaeological research on 5
identified areas shall start in order to increase the knowledge
of the site

AIUDP shall enhance local know-how in order
to have a long-lasting development and local empowerment (Anuradhapura is rooted to a unique
heritage). Local actors shall be able to manage the
site and to spread their know-how at a national
scale.

Academic research on Anuradhapura shall increase: 10
thesis on Anuradhapura and 20
articles published in academic
journals

Better access to services
Promoting a green, inclusive and attractive city
means to increase access to services for inhabitants, pilgrims and tourists.

75% of the international tourists coming to Anuradhapura
and 100,000 national tourists
shall visit the interpretation
centre

Sustainable Environment
Being a green city means to make the environment sustainable and resilient.
A modern and well-managed city

All pilgrims and tourists shall
have access to services, in
terms of quantity and quality
No more storm-water and river
floodings
0 discharge of waste-water into
natural water body
100% waste collection
95% of the agricultural areas
are preserved within AMC
50% of the vegetables, fruits
and crops in restaurants are
produced locally
0 illegal construction in the city
0 new construction in the Sacred City
Regular maintenance of public
spaces
Implementation of urban and
regulations plans
50% of trips done by non-carboned mode
No more car in the Sacred Area
Implementation and maintenance of the circular shuttle bus
within the Sacred City

100% of inhabitants shall have
access to quality essential public utilities

Sustainable Urban development has to be regulated by strong and capable public bodies.
A Better Connected City
The issue is to improve mobility without increasing trafic congestion and air pollution.

2037 Targets
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